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Abstract
This paper studies convergence of empirical measures smoothed by a Gaussian kernel. Specifically, consider
approximating P∗Nσ , forNσ , N (0, σ2Id), by Pˆn∗Nσ , where Pˆn is the empirical measure, under different statistical
distances. The convergence is examined in terms of the Wasserstein distance, total variation (TV), Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence, and χ2-divergence. We show that the approximation error under the TV distance and 1-Wasserstein
distance (W1) converges at the rate eO(d)n−
1
2 in remarkable contrast to a (typical) n−
1
d rate for unsmoothed W1
(and d ≥ 3). Similarly, for the KL divergence, squared 2-Wasserstein distance (W22), and χ2-divergence convergence
rate is eO(d)n−1, but only provided that P achieves finite input-output χ2 mutual information across the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. If the latter condition is not met, the rate changes to ω
(
n−1
)
for the KL
divergence and W22, while the χ2-divergence becomes infinite – a curious dichotomy.
As a main application we consider estimating the differential entropy h(S +Z), where S ∼ P and Z ∼ Nσ are
independent d-dimensional random variables. The distribution P is unknown and belongs to some nonparametric class,
but n independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) samples from it are available. Despite the regularizing effect of
noise, we first show that any good estimator (within an additive gap) for this problem must have a sample complexity
that is exponential in d. We then leverage the empirical approximation results to show that the absolute-error risk of
the plug-in estimator converges as eO(d)n−
1
2 , thus attaining the parametric rate. This establishes the plug-in estimator
as minimax rate-optimal for the considered problem, with sharp dependence of the convergence rate both on n and
on d. We provide numerical results comparing the performance of the plug-in estimator to that of general-purpose
(unstructured) differential entropy estimators (based on kernel density estimation (KDE) or k nearest neighbors (kNN)
techniques) applied to samples of S+Z. These results reveal a significant empirical superiority of the plug-in to state-
of-the-art KDE and kNN methods. As a motivating utilization of the plug-in approach, we estimate information flows
in deep neural networks and discuss Tishby’s Information Bottleneck and the compression conjecture, among others.
Index Terms
Deep neural networks, differential entropy, estimation, empirical approximation, Gaussian kernel, minimax rates,
mutual information.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
This work is motivated by a new nonparametric and high-dimensional functional estimation problem, which we
call ‘differential entropy estimation under Gaussian convolutions’. The goal is to estimate the differential entropy
h(S + Z), based on samples of S while knowing the distribution of Z ∼ Nσ , N (0, σ2Id), when S and Z
are independent. The analysis of the estimation risk reduces to evaluating the expected 1-Wasserstein distance or
χ2-divergence between P ∗ Nσ and PˆSn ∗ Nσ , where Sn , (S1, . . . , Sn) are i.i.d. samples from P and PˆSn =
1
n
∑n
i=1 δSi is the empirical measure.
1 Due to the popularity of the additive Gaussian noise model, we start by
exploring this smoothed empirical approximation problem in detail, under several additional statistical distances.
A. Convergence of Empirical Measures Smoothed by a Gaussian Kernel
Consider the empirical approximation error Eδ(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) under some statistical distance δ. Various
choices of δ are considered, such as the 1-Wasserstein and (squared) 2-Wasserstein distances, total variation (TV),
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, and χ2-divergence. We show that, when P is subgaussian, the approximation
error under the 1-Wasserstein and TV distances drops at the parametric rate for any dimension d. The exact rate
is cdn−
1
2 , for a constant c. The parametric convergence rate is also attained by the squared 2-Wasserstein distance,
KL divergence, and χ2-divergence, so long that P achieves finite input-output χ2 mutual information across the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. We show that this condition is always met for subgaussian P at the
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. This fast convergence is remarkable since classical (unconvolved) empirical
approximation suffers from the so-called curse of dimensionality. For instance, the empirical 1-Wasserstein distance
EW1(PˆSn , P ) is known to decay at most as n−
1
d [1], which is sharp for all d > 2 (see [2] for sharper results).
Convolving P and PˆSn with Nσ improves the rate from n− 1d to cdn− 12 (or cdn−1 for squared distances). The latter
has a milder dependence on d and can be dominated with practical choices of n, even in relatively high dimensions.
The χ2-divergence Eχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) presents a particularly curious behavior: it converges as2 1n for low
SNR and possibly diverges when SNR is high. To demonstrate a diverging scenario we construct a subgaussian
P for which Eχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) = ∞ whenever the subgaussian constant is greater than or equal to √2σ.
We also show that, when the χ2-divergence is infinite, the convergence rate of the squared 2-Wasserstein distance
and KL divergence are strictly slower than the parametric rate. All of these empirical approximation results are
gathered in Section II.
B. Differential Entropy Estimation Under Gaussian Convolutions
The empirical approximation results are used to study the estimation of h(S + Z), where S ∼ P is an arbitrary
(continuous, discrete, or mixed) Rd-valued random variable and Z ∼ Nσ is an isotropic Gaussian. The differential
1Here, δSi stands for the Dirac measure at Si.
2Recall χ2 is a squared distance.
3entropy is estimated using n i.i.d. samples Sn from P and assuming σ is known. To investigate the decision-theoretic
fundamental limit, we consider the minimax absolute-error risk
R?(n, σ,Fd) , inf
hˆ
sup
P∈Fd
E
∣∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− hˆ(Sn, σ)∣∣∣ ,
where Fd is a nonparametric class of distributions and hˆ is the estimator. The sample complexity n?(η, σ,Fd) is
the smallest number of samples for which estimation within an additive gap η is possible. We aim to understand
whether having access to ‘clean’ samples of S can improve estimation performance (theoretically and empirically)
compared to when only ‘noisy’ samples of S + Z are available and the distribution of Z is unknown.
Our results establish the plug-in estimator as minimax rate-optimal for the considered problem. Defining Tσ(P ) ,
h(P ∗ Nσ) as the functional of interest, the plug-in estimator is Tσ
(
PˆSn
)
= h
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
)
. Plug-in techniques
are suboptimal for vanilla discrete (Shannon) and differential entropy estimation (see [3] and [4], respectively).
Nonetheless, we show that h
(
PˆSn ∗Nσ
)
attains the parametric estimation rate of Oσ,d
(
1√
n
)
when P is subgaussian,
establishing the optimality of the plug-in.
We use the χ2 empirical approximation result to prove the parametric risk convergence rate when P has bounded
support. The result is then extended to (unbounded) subgaussian P via a separate argument. Specifically, we first
bound the risk by a weighted TV distance between P ∗ Nσ and PˆSn ∗ Nσ . This bound is derived by linking
the two measures via the maximal TV-coupling. The subgaussianity of P and the smoothing introduced by the
Gaussian convolution are used to bound the weighted TV distance by a cdn−
1
2 term, with all constants explicitly
characterized. Notably, while the convergence with n is parametric, the derived rates still depends exponentially on
d though a multiplicative cd factor.
A natural next question is whether the exponential dependence on d is necessary. Answering in the affirmative,
we prove that any good estimator of h(P ∗Nσ), within an additive gap η, has a sample complexity n?(η, σ,Fd) =
Ω
(
2γ(σ)d
ηd
)
, where γ(σ) is positive and monotonically decreasing in σ. The proof relates the estimation of h(P ∗Nσ)
to estimating the discrete entropy of a distribution supported on a capacity-achieving codebook for an AWGN
channel. Existing literature (e.g., [5], [6]) implies that the discrete problem has sample complexity exponential in d
(because this the growth rate of the codebook’s size), which is then carried over to the original problem to establish
the result.
Finally, we focus on the practical implementation of h(P ∗ Nσ). While the above results give necessary and
sufficient conditions on the number of samples needed to drive the estimation error below a desired threshold, these
are worst-case bounds. In practice, the unknown distribution P may not follow the minimax rates, and the resulting
estimation error could be smaller. As a guideline for setting n in practice, we derive a lower bound on the bias of
the plug-in estimator that scales as log
(
2d
n
)
. Our last step is to propose an efficient implementation of the plug-in
estimator based on Monte Carlo (MC) integration. As the estimator amounts to computing the differential entropy of
a known Gaussian mixture, MC integration allows a simple and efficient computation. We bound the mean squared
error (MSE) of the computed value by
c
(MC)
σ,d
n·nMC , where n is the number of centers in the mixture
3, nMC is the number
3The number of centers is the number of samples used for estimation.
4of MC samples, and c(MC)σ,d = Θ(d) is explicitly characterized. The proof uses the Gaussian Poincare´ inequality to
reduce the analysis to that of the log-mixture distribution gradient. Several simulations (including an estimation
experiment over a small deep neural network (DNN) for a 3-dimensional spiral classification task) illustrate the
superiority of the ad hoc plug-in approach over existing general-purpose estimators, both in the rate of error decay
and scalability with dimension.
C. Related Differential Entropy Estimation Results and Comparisons
General-purpose differential entropy estimators can be used in the considered setup by estimating h(S + Z)
using ‘noisy’ samples of S + Z (generated from the available samples of S). There are two prevailing approaches
for estimating the nonsmooth differential entropy functional: the first relies on kernel density estimators (KDEs)
[7]–[9], and the other uses k nearest neighbor (kNN) techniques [10]–[18] (see also [19], [20] for surveys). Many
performance analyses of such estimators restrict attention to smooth nonparametric density classes and assume these
densities are bounded away from zero within their (compact) support, although the support may be unknown [8],
[9]. Since the density associated with P ∗ Nσ violates the boundedness from below assumption on its unbounded
support, any such result does not apply in our setup. The work of Tsybakov and van der Meulen [12] accounted
for densities with unbounded support and exponentially decaying tails for d = 1.
Two recent works weakened or dropped the boundedness from below assumption in the high-dimensional
setting, providing general-purpose estimators whose risk bounds are valid in our setup. In [4], a KDE-based
differential entropy estimator that also combines best polynomial approximation techniques was proposed. Assuming
subgaussian densities with unbounded support, Theorem 2 of [4] bounded the estimation risk by4 O
(
n−
s
s+d
)
, where
s is a Lipschitz smoothness parameter assumed to satisfy 0 < s ≤ 2. While the result is applicable for our setup when
P is compactly supported or subgaussian, the convergence rate for large d is roughly n−
1
d . This rate deteriorates
quickly with dimension and is unable to exploit the smoothness of P ∗Nσ due to the s ≤ 2 restriction.5 This is to be
expected because the results of [4] account for a wide class of density functions, including highly non-smooth ones.
In [18], a weighted-KL estimator (in the spirit of [14]) was studied for smooth densities. Under certain assumptions
on the densities’ speed of decay to zero (which captures P ∗Nσ when, for example, P is compactly supported) the
proposed estimator was shown to attain O
(
1√
n
)
risk. Despite the estimator’s efficiency, empirically it is significantly
outperformed by the plug-in estimator studied herein even in rather simple scenarios (see Section V). In fact, in
our simulations, the vanilla (unweighted) kNN estimator of [11], which is also inferior to the plug-in, performs
better than the weighted version from [18]. The poor empirical performance of the latter may originate from the
dependence of the associated risk on d, which was not addressed in [18].
4Multiplicative polylogarithmic factors are overlooked in this restatement
5Such convergence rates are typical in estimating h(p) under boundedness or smoothness conditions on p. Indeed, the results cited above
(applicable in our framework or otherwise) as well as many others bound the estimation risk as O
(
n
− α
β+d
)
, where α, β are constants that
may depend on s and d.
5D. Relation to Information Flows in Deep Neural Networks
The considered differential entropy estimation problem is closely related to mutual information estimation over
DNNs. There has been a recent surge of interest in measuring the mutual information between selected groups of
neurons in a DNN [21]–[26], partially driven by the Information Bottleneck (IB) theory [27], [28]. Much of the focus
centers on the mutual information I(X;T ) between the input feature X and a hidden activity vector T . However, as
explained in [26], this quantity is vacuous in deterministic DNNs6 and becomes meaningful only when a mechanism
for discarding information (e.g., noise) is integrated into the system. Such a noisy DNN framework was proposed in
[26], where each neuron adds a small amount of Gaussian noise (i.i.d. across neurons) after applying the activation
function. While the injection of noise renders I(X;T ) meaningful for studying deep learning, the concatenation
of Gaussian noises and nonlinearities makes this mutual information impossible to compute analytically or even
evaluate numerically. Specifically, the distribution of T (marginal or conditioned on X) is highly convoluted and
the appropriate mode of operation becomes treating it as unknown, belonging to some nonparametric class of
distributions. This work sets the groundwork for a practical estimation of I(X;T ) (or any other mutual information
between layers) over DNN classifiers.
To achieve this, we distill the estimation of I(X;T ) to the problem of differential entropy estimation under
Gaussian convolutions described above. Specifically, in a noisy DNN each hidden layer can be written as T = S+Z,
where S is a deterministic function of the previous layer and Z is a centered isotropic Gaussian vector. The DNN’s
generative model enables sampling S, while the distribution of Z is known since the noise is injected by design.
Estimating mutual information over noisy DNNs thus boils down to estimating h(T ) = h(S +Z) from samples of
S, which is a main focus in this work.
Outline: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II analyzes the convergence of various
statistical distances between P ∗ Nσ and its Gaussian-smoothed empirical approximation. In Section III we set
up the differential entropy estimation problem and state our main results. Section IV presents applications of the
considered estimation problem, focusing on mutual information estimation over DNNs. Simulation results are given
in Section V, and proofs are provided in Section VI. The main insights from this work and potential future directions
are discussed in Section VII.
Notation: Logarithms are with respect to (w.r.t.) base e. For an integer k ≥ 1, we set [k] , {i ∈ Z∣∣1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
‖x‖ is the Euclidean norm in Rd, and Id is the d × d identity matrix. We use EP for an expectation w.r.t. a
distribution P , omitting the subscript when P is clear. For a continuous X ∼ P with PDF p, we interchangeably
use h(X), h(P ) and h(p) for its differential entropy. The n-fold product extension of P is denoted by P⊗n. The
convolution of two distributions P and Q on Rd is (P ∗Q)(A) = ∫ ∫ 1A(x + y) dP (x) dQ(y), where 1A is the
indicator of the Borel set A. We use Nσ for the isotropic Gaussian measure of parameter σ, and ϕσ for its PDF.
6i.e., DNNs that, upon fixing their parameters, define a deterministic mapping from input to output.
6II. EMPIRICAL APPROXIMATION SMOOTHED BY A GAUSSIAN KERNEL
This section studies the convergence rate of δ(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) for different statistical distances δ(·, ·), when
P is a K-subgaussian distribution, as defined next, and PˆSn is the empirical measure associated with Sn ∼ P⊗n.
Definition 1 (K-subgaussian Distribution) A d-dimensional distribution P is K-subgaussian, for K > 0, if X ∼
P satisfies
E
[
exp
(
αT (X−EX))] ≤ exp (0.5K2‖α‖2), ∀α ∈ Rd. (1)
In words, the above requires that every one-dimensional projection of X be subgaussian in the traditional scalar
sense. When
(
X − EX) ∈ B(0, R) , {x ∈ Rd∣∣‖x‖ ≤ R}, (1) holds with K = R.
When δ(·, ·) is the TV or the 1-Wasserstein metric, the distance between the convolved distributions converges
at the rate 1/
√
n for all K and d. However, when δ(·, ·) is the KL divergence or squared 2-Wasserstein distance
(both are squared distances), convergence at rate 1n happens only when K is sufficiently small or P has bounded
support. Interestingly, when δ(·, ·) is the χ2-divergence, two very different behaviors are observed. For low SNR
(and in particular when P has bounded support), EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) converges as 1n . However, when
SNR is high, we construct a subgaussian P for which the expected χ2-divergence is infinite.
Another insightful way to summarize the results of this section is through the following curious dichotomy. This
dichotomy highlights the central role of the χ2-divergence in empirical approximation under Gaussian convolutions.
To state it, let Y = S + Z, where S ∼ P and Z ∼ Nσ are independent. Denote the joint distribution of (S, Y ) by
PS,Y , and let PS = P and PY = P ∗ Nσ be their marginals. Setting Iχ2(S;Y ) , χ2 (PS,Y ‖PS ⊗ PY ) as the χ2
mutual information between S and Y , we have:
1) If PS is K-subgaussian with K < σ2 then Iχ2(S;Y ) < ∞. If K >
√
2σ then Iχ2(S;Y ) = ∞ for some
distributions PS .
2) Assume Iχ2(S;Y ) < ∞. Then EP⊗nδ(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) = O
(
1
n
)
if δ is the KL or χ2-divergence. If δ is
the TV distance, the convergence rate is O
(
1√
n
)
. If, in addition, PS is subgaussian (with any constant), then
the rate is also O
(
1
n
)
if δ is the square of the 2-Wasserstein metric.
3) Assume Iχ2(S;Y ) =∞. Then EP⊗nδ(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) = ω
(
1
n
)
if δ is the KL divergence or the squared
2-Wasserstein metric. If δ is the χ2-divergence, it is infinite.
All the above are stated or immediately implied by the results to follow.
A. 1-Wasserstein Metric
The 1-Wasserstein distance between µ and ν is given by W1(µ, ν) , inf E‖X−Y ‖, where the infimum is taken
over all couplings of µ and ν, i.e., joint distributions PX,Y whose marginals satisfy PX = µ and PY = ν.
Proposition 1 (Smoothed W1 Approximation) Fix d ≥ 1, σ > 0 and K > 0. For any K-subgaussian distribution
P , we have
EP⊗nW1(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) ≤ c(W1)σ,d,K
1√
n
, (2)
7where c(W1)σ,d,K is given in (8).
Proof: We can assume without loss of generality that PS has mean 0. We start with the following upper bound
[29, Theorem 6.15]:
W1(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) ≤
∫
Rd
‖z‖∣∣rSn(z)− q(z)∣∣dz, (3)
where rSn and q are the densities associated with PˆSn ∗ Nσ and P ∗ Nσ , respectively. This inequality follows by
coupling PˆSn ∗ Nσ and P ∗ Nσ via the maximal TV-coupling.
Let fa : Rd → R be the PDF of N
(
0, 12a Id
)
, for a > 0 specified later. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies
EP⊗n
∫
Rd
‖z‖∣∣rSn(z)− q(z)∣∣ dz ≤ (∫
Rd
‖z‖2fa(z) dz
) 1
2
(
EP⊗n
∫
Rd
(
q(z)− rSn(z)
)2
fa(z)
dz
) 1
2
. (4)
The first term is the expected squared Euclidean norm of N (0, 12a Id), which equals d2a .
For the second integral, note that rSn(z) is a sum of i.i.d. terms with expectation q(z). This implies
EP⊗n
(
q(z)− rSn(z)
)2
= varP⊗n
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
ϕσ(z − Si)
)
=
1
n
varP
(
ϕσ(z − S)
) ≤ c21
n
EP e−
1
σ2
‖z−S‖2 , (5)
where c1 = (2piσ2)−d/2. Consequently, we have∫
Rd
EP⊗n
(
q(z)− rSn(z)
)2
fa(z)
dz ≤ c1
n2d/2
E
1
fa(S + Z/
√
2)
, (6)
where S ∼ P and Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id) are independent.
Setting c2 ,
(
pi
a
) d
2 , we have
(
fa(z)
)−1
= c2 exp
(
a‖z‖2). Since S is K-subgaussian and Z is σ-subgaussian,
S + Z/
√
2 is (K + σ/
√
2)-subgaussian. Following (6), for any 0 < a < 1
2(K+σ/
√
2)2
, we have [30, Remark 2.3]
c1
n2d/2
E
1
f(S + Z/
√
2)
=
c1c2
n2d/2
E exp
(
a
∥∥S + Z/√2∥∥2)
≤ c1c2
n2d/2
exp
((
K + σ/
√
2
)2
ad+
(K + σ/
√
2)4a2d
1− 2(K + σ/√2)2a
)
, (7)
where the last inequality uses the subgaussianity of K + Z/
√
2 and Definition 1. Setting a = 1
4(K+σ/
√
2)2
, we
combine (4)-(7) to obtain the result
EP⊗nW1(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) ≤ σ
√
2d
(
1√
2
+
K
σ
) d
2+1
e
3d
16
1√
n
. (8)
Remark 1 (Smoothed W1 for Bounded Support) A better constant is attainable if attention is restricted to the
bounded support case. It was shown in [31] that analyzing EP⊗nW1(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) directly for supp(P ) ⊆
[−1, 1]d, one can obtain the bound 2d+2
√
d
min{1,σd}
1√
n
.
8B. Total Variation Distance
The TV distance between µ and ν is ‖µ− ν‖TV , supA∈F |µ(A)− ν(A)|, where F is the sigma-algebra. When
µ and ν have densities, say f and g, respectively, the TV distance reduces to 12
∫ |f(z)− g(z)|dz.
Proposition 2 (Smoothed Total Variation Approximation) Fix d ≥ 1, σ > 0 and K > 0. For any K-subgaussian
distribution P , we have
EP⊗n
∥∥∥PˆSn ∗ Nσ − P ∗ Nσ∥∥∥
TV
≤ c(TV)σ,d,K
1√
n
, (9)
where c(TV)σ,d,K is given in (10).
Proof: Noting that EP⊗n
∥∥∥PˆSn ∗ Nσ − P ∗ Nσ∥∥∥
TV
= 12EP⊗n
∫ ∣∣rSn(z)−q(z)∣∣dz, we may apply the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality similarly to (4). The only difference now is that the first integral sums up to 1 (rather than
being a Gaussian moment). Repeating steps (6)-(7) we obtain
EP⊗n
∥∥∥PˆSn ∗ Nσ − P ∗ Nσ∥∥∥
TV
≤
(
1√
2
+
K
σ
) d
2
e
3d
16
1√
n
. (10)
C. χ2-Divergence
The χ2-divergence χ2(µ‖ν) , ∫ ( dµdν − 1)2 dν presents perhaps the most surprising behavior of all the
considered distances. When the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) Kσ <
1
2 , we prove that EP⊗nχ
2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ)
converges as 1n for all dimensions. However, if K ≥
√
2σ, then there exists K-subgaussian distributions P such
that EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) =∞ even in d = 1. Our results rely on the following identity.
Lemma 1 (χ2-Divergence and Mutual Information) Let S ∼ P and Y = S + Z, with Z ∼ Nσ independent
of S. Then
EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) = 1
n
Iχ2(S;Y ) .
Proof: Recall that that rSn(z) is a sum of i.i.d. terms with expectation q(z). This yields
EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) = EP⊗n ∫
Rd
(
rSn(z)− q(z)
)2
q(z)
dz
=
1
n
(∫
Rd
EP
(ϕσ(z − S)− q(z))2
q(z)
dz
)
=
1
n
Iχ2(S;Y ) . (11)
Lemma 1 implies that EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) = O ( 1n) if and only if Iχ2(S;Y ) <∞. When Iχ2(S;Y ) =
∞, then EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) diverges for all n. It therefore suffices to examine the conditions under which
Iχ2(S;Y ) is finite.
91) Convergence at Low SNR and Bounded Support: We start by stating and proving the convergence results.
Proposition 3 (Smoothed χ2 Approximation) Fix d ≥ 1 and σ > 0. If P is K-subgaussian with K < σ2 , then
Iχ2(S;Y ) ≤ c(χ2)σ,d,K <∞, where c(
χ2)
σ,d,K is given in (13). Consequently,
EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) ≤ c(χ2)σ,d,K 1n .
Proof: Denote by N (x, σ2Id) an isotropic Gaussian of entrywise variance σ2 centered at x. Then by the
convexity of the χ2-divergence,
Iχ2(S;Y ) = EPχ2
(
N (S, σ2Id)
∥∥∥EPN (S˜, σ2Id)) ≤ EP⊗2χ2 (N (S, σ2Id)∥∥∥N (S˜, σ2Id))
= EP⊗2e
1
σ2
‖S−S˜‖2 , (12)
where the last equality follows from the closed form expression for the χ2-divergence between Gaussians [32].
Since S − S˜ is √2K-subgaussian, the RHS above converges if K < σ2 and gives the following bound [30,
Remark 2.3]
Iχ2(S;Y ) ≤ exp
(
2d
(
K
σ
)2
σ2 − 2K2
σ2 − 4K2
)
. (13)
The second claim follows from Lemma 1.
The proof of Proposition 3 immediately implies χ2 convergence for any compactly supported P .
Corollary 1 (Smoothed χ2 Approximation for Bounded Support) If P has a bounded support with diameter
D , supx,y∈supp(P ) ‖x− y‖, then Iχ2(S;Y ) ≤ exp
(
D2
σ2
)
. Consequently,
EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) ≤ exp(D2
σ2
)
· 1
n
, (14)
Proof: The result follows by inserting ‖S − S˜‖ ≤ D into (12).
2) Diverging Example: This section shows that for K >
√
2σ, there exist K-subgaussian distributions P for
which Iχ2(S;Y ) =∞.
Let d = 1 and without loss of generality assume σ = 1. Let  = 12K2 > 0 and define the sequence {rk}∞k=0 by
r0 = 0, r1 = 1 and rk =
rk−1
1−√2 , for k ≥ 2. Let P be discrete distribution with supp(P ) = {rk}∞k=0 given by
P =
∞∑
k=0
pkδrk , (15a)
where δx is the Dirac measure at x. We make P K-subgaussian by setting
pk =
 2
√

pi e
−r2k k ≥ 1
1−∑∞k=1 pk k = 0, . (15b)
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Note that since mink≥1 |rk − rk−1| = 1 and pk = 2ϕK(rk), we get that
∑∞
k=1 pk < 1 and therefore the remainder
of the probability is allocated to r0 = 0. As stated in the next proposition, Iχ2(S;Y ) diverges when S ∼ P as
constructed above (which, in turn implies that the χ2 smoothed empirical approximation is also infinite). This
stands in contrast to the classic KL mutual information, which is always finite over an AWGN channel for inputs
with a bounded second moment. For simplicity of the proof, we state the proposition for  = 1/4, since that
counterexample will apply for any K ≥ √2σ (recalling that any √2σ-subgaussian distribution is K-subgaussian
for any K ≥ √2σ).
Proposition 4 (χ2 Diverging Example) For P as in (15) and  = 1/4, we have that
Iχ2(S;Y ) =∞ . (16)
Consequently
EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ N1
∥∥∥P ∗ N1) =∞
for all n.
The proof is given in Appendix C. Intuitively, the constructed P has infinitely many atoms at sufficiently large
distance from each other such that the tail contribution at rk from any j 6= k component of the mixture P ∗ N1 is
negligible. Note that we grow rk exponentially to counter the exponentially shrinking pk weights. Since supp(P ) =
N∪{0}, for any finite n there are infinitely many atoms which were not sampled in Sn. Since they are sufficiently
well-separated, each of these unsampled atoms contributes a constant value to the considered χ2-divergence, which
consequently becomes infinite.
D. 2-Wasserstein Metric and Kullback-Leibler divergence
One can leverage the above χ2 results to obtain analogous bounds for KL divergence and for W2. The squared
2-Wasserstein metric between µ and ν is given by W22(µ, ν) , inf E‖X − Y ‖2 where the infimum is taken over
all couplings of µ and ν. The KL divergence is given by DKL(µ‖ν) ,
∫
log
(
dµ
dν
)
dµ.
The behavior of the 2-Wasserstein metric and KL divergence are governed by Iχ2(S;Y ). If Iχ2(S;Y ) < ∞,
then the KL divergence converges at the rate O
(
1
n
)
, and if additionally P is K-subgaussian (for any K < ∞),
then the squared 2-Wasserstein metric also converges at the O
(
1
n
)
rate. On the other hand, if Iχ2(S;Y ) =∞, then
both the KL divergence and the squared 2-Wasserstein metric are ω
(
1
n
)
in expectation.
1) Parametric convergence when Iχ2(S;Y ) <∞: Our bounds on the χ2-divergence immediately imply analo-
gous bounds for the KL divergence.
Proposition 5 (Smoothed KL Divergence Approximation) Fix d ≥ 1 and σ > 0. We have
EP⊗nDKL
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) ≤ 1
n
Iχ2(S;Y ) . (17)
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In particular, if P is K-subgaussian with K < σ2 , then
EP⊗nDKL
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) ≤ c(χ2)σ,d,K 1n (18a)
and if P is supported on a set of diameter D, then
EP⊗nDKL
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) ≤ exp(D2
σ2
)
· 1
n
. (18b)
Proof: The first claim follows directly from Lemma 1 because DKL(µ‖ν) ≤ log
(
1 + χ2(µ‖ν)) for any two
probability measures µ and ν. Proposition 3 and Corollary 1 then imply the subsequent claims.
To obtain bounds for the 2-Wasserstein metric, we leverage a transport-entropy inequality that connects KL
divergence and W2. We have the following.
Proposition 6 (Smoothed W22 Approximation) Let d ≥ 1, σ > 0 and K < ∞. If P is a K-subgaussian
distribution and Iχ2(S;Y ) <∞, then
EP⊗nW22(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) = O
(
1
n
)
. (19)
In particular, this holds if K < σ2 . More explicitly, if P is supported on a set of diameter D, then
EP⊗nW22(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) ≤ c(W2)σ,d,D ·
1
n
, (20)
where c(W2)σ,d,D is given in (23).
Proof: The subgaussianity of P implies [33, Lemma 5.5] that EP eε‖S‖
2
< ∞ for ε > 0 sufficiently small.
Therefore, [34, Theorem 1.2] implies that P ∗ Nσ satisfies a log-Sobolev inequality with some constant CP,σ,
depending on P and σ. This further means [35], [36] that P ∗ Nσ satisfies the transport-entropy inequality
W22(Q,P ∗ Nσ) ≤ CP,σDKL(Q‖P ∗ Nσ) (21)
for all probability measures Q. Combining this inequality with Proposition 5 yields the first claim.
If P is supported on a set of diameter D, we have the following more explicit bound:
W22(Q,P ∗ Nσ) ≤ c′
√
dσ2
(
1 +
D2
4σ2
)
exp
(
D2
σ2
)
DKL(Q‖P ∗ Nσ) (22)
for an absolute constant c′ and any probability measure Q on Rd. Applying Proposition 5 yields
EP⊗nW22(PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ) ≤ c′
√
dσ2
(
1 +
D2
4σ2
)
exp
(
2D2
σ2
)
· 1
n
. (23)
Remark 2 (W22 Speedup in Dimension One) The convergence of (unsmoothed) empirical measures in the
squared 2-Wasserstein metric suffers from the curse of dimensionality, converging at rate n−
2
d when d is large [1],
[37]. Proposition 6, however, shows that when smoothed with Gaussian kernels the convergence rate improves to the
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parametric 1n rate for all d and low SNR (K <
σ
2 ). Interestingly, the Gaussian smoothing speeds up the convergence
rate even for d = 1. For instance, Theorem 7.11 from [38] shows that EP⊗nW22(PˆSn , P )  n−
1
2 whenever the
support of P is not an interval in R, which is slower than the 1n attained under Gaussian smoothing. Even for the
canonical case when P itself is a Gaussian, Corollary 6.14 from [38] shows that EP⊗nW22(PˆSn , P )  log lognn .
2) Slower convergence when Iχ2(S;Y ) =∞: Unlike the χ2-divergence, it is easy to see that the 2-Wasserstein
metric and KL divergence between the convolved measures are always finite when P is subgaussian. However,
when Iχ2(S;Y ) = ∞, the rate of convergence of the KL divergence and the squared 2-Wasserstien metric is
strictly slower than parametric.
Proposition 7 (Smoothed KL Divergence Slower than Parametric) If Iχ2(S;Y ) = ∞, for S ∼ P and Y =
S + Z, with Z ∼ Nσ independent of S, then
EP⊗nDKL
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) = ω( 1
n
)
. (24)
For examples of K-subgaussian S ∼ P distributions with Iχ2(S;Y ) =∞ see Proposition 4.
Proof: By rescaling, we assume that σ = 1. Let Sn ∼ P⊗n, Z ∼ N1 and W ∼ Unif([n]) be independent
random variable. Defining V = SW +Z, the proof of Lemma 5 in Appendix B establishes that V has law P ∗N1
and that the conditional distribution of V given Sn = sn is Pˆsn ∗ N1. This implies
EP⊗nDKL
(
PˆSn ∗ N1
∥∥∥P ∗ N1) = I(Sn;V ) ≥ nI(S1;V ), (25)
where the inequality follows from single-letterization of mutual information for i.i.d. input distributions.
Conditioned on S1 = s1, the random variable V has law 1nδs1 ∗ Nσ + n−1n P ∗ N1. Therefore
I(S1;V ) = EPDKL
(
1
n
δS1 ∗ N1 +
n− 1
n
P ∗ N1
∥∥∥∥P ∗ N1) . (26)
Let S ∼ P and Y = S+Z, and denote by PS and PY the distributions of S and Y , respectively. By Fatou’s lemma,
lim inf
n→∞ nEP⊗nDKL
(
PˆSn ∗ N1
∥∥∥P ∗ N1) ≥ lim inf
n→∞ EPSn
2DKL
(
1
n
δS ∗ N1 + n− 1
n
P ∗ N1
∥∥∥∥P ∗ N1)
= lim inf
n→∞ EPSn
2DKL
(
1
n
PY |S +
n− 1
n
PY
∥∥∥∥PY )
= lim inf
n→∞ n
2DKL
(
1
n
PS,Y +
n− 1
n
PS ⊗ PY
∥∥∥∥PS ⊗ PY )
(a)
≥ EPS⊗PY
(
dPS,Y
dPS ⊗ PY − 1
)2
= Iχ2(S;Y )
=∞, (27)
where (a) follows by [39, Proposition 4.2]. We conclude that EP⊗nDKL
(
PˆSn ∗ N1
∥∥∥P ∗ N1) = ω ( 1n).
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We likewise obtain an analogous claim for W2, showing that the squared 2-Wasserstein distance converges as
ω
(
1
n
)
when smoothed by any Gaussian with strictly smaller variance.
Corollary 2 (Smoothed 2-Wasserstein Slower than Parametric) If Iχ2(S;Y ) =∞, for S ∼ P and Y = S+Z,
with Z ∼ Nσ independent of S, then for any τ < σ,
EP⊗nW22(PˆSn ∗ Nτ , P ∗ Nτ ) = ω
(
1
n
)
. (28)
For examples of K-subgaussian S ∼ P distributions with Iχ2(S;Y ) =∞ see Proposition 4.
Proof: We assume as above that σ = 1. Let Sn ∼ P⊗n, define Ti , K√2Si, and Let λ ,
√
1− τ2 > 0. If
PRn,R is any coupling between PˆSn ∗ Nτ and P ∗ Nτ , then the joint convexity of the KL divergence implies that
DKL
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) = DKL (EPRnN (Rn, λ2Id)∥∥EPRN (R, λ2Id))
≤ EPRn,RDKL
(N (Rn, λ2Id)∥∥N (R, λ2Id))
= EPRn,R
1
2λ2
‖Rn −R‖2, (29)
where the last step uses the explicit expression for the KL divergence between isotropic Gaussians. Taking an
infimum over all valid couplings yields
DKL
(
PˆSn ∗ N1
∥∥∥P ∗ N1) ≤ 1
2λ2
W22(PˆSn ∗ Nτ , P ∗ Nτ ) . (30)
Proposition 7 then implies
EP⊗nW22(PˆSn ∗ Nτ , P ∗ Nτ ) ≥ 2λ2EP⊗SnDKL
(
PˆSn ∗ N1
∥∥∥P ∗ N1) = ω( 1
n
)
. (31)
E. Open Questions
We list here some open questions that remain unanswered by the above. First, we focused on bounds of the form:
EP⊗nδ
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ
)
≤ C(d) 1
n
.
What is the correct dependence of C(d) on dimension? For δ = W1 we proved a bound with C(d) = eO(d) for all
subgaussian P . Similarly, for δ = W22 we have shown bounds with C(d) = e
O(d) (for small-variance subgaussian
P ) and C(d) =
√
deO(D
2) (for P supported on a set of diameter D). What is the sharp dependence on dimension?
Does it change as a function of the subgaussian constant?
A second, and perhaps more interesting, direction is to understand the rate of convergence of W22 in cases when it
is ω
(
1
n
)
. A proof similar to Proposition 1 can be used to show that for subgaussian P (with any constant), we have
EP⊗nW22
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ
)
= O
(
1√
n
)
.
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Is this ever sharp? What rates are possible in the range between ω
(
1
n
)
and O
(
1√
n
)
?
Heuristically, one may think that since W1 converges as 1√n , then some truncation argument should be able to
recover W22 .
polylog(n)
n . Rigorizing this reasoning requires, however, analyzing the distance distribution between
A ∼ PˆSn ∗ Nσ and B ∼ P ∗ Nσ under the optimal W1-coupling. The TV-coupling that was used in Proposition 1
will not work here because under it we have P
(‖A−B‖ > Ω(1)) = Ω( 1√
n
)
, which results in the 1√
n
rate for W22.
Finally, as we saw, the finiteness of Iχ2(S;Y ) is a sufficient conditioned for many of the above empirical measure
convergence results. When S ∼ P is K-subgaussian with K > σ2 , Proposition 3 shows that Iχ2(S;Y ) <∞ always
holds. However, for K >
√
2σ, there exist K-subgaussian distribution for which Iχ2(S;Y ) = ∞ (Proposition 4).
Characterizing the sharp threshold at which Iχ2(S;Y ) may diverge is another open question.
III. APPLICATION TO DIFFERENTIAL ENTROPY ESTIMATION UNDER GAUSSIAN CONVOLUTIONS
Our main application of the Gaussian smoothed empirical approximation questions is the estimation of h(P ∗Nσ),
based on samples Sn ∼ P⊗n and knowledge of σ. The d-dimensional distribution P is unknown and belongs to
some nonparametric class. We first consider the class Fd of all distributions P with supp(P ) ⊆ [−1, 1]d.7 The
second class of interest is F (SG)d,K , which contains all K-subgaussian distributions (see Definition 1). Clearly, there
exists a K ′ > 0 such that Fd ⊆ F (SG)d,K′ . We therefore state our lower bound result (Theorem 1) for Fd, while the
upper bound (Theorem 3) is given for F (SG)d,K .
A. Lower Bounds on Risk
As claimed next, the sample complexity of any good estimator of h(P ∗ Nσ) is exponential in d.
Theorem 1 (Exponential Sample-Complexity) The following claims are true:
1) Fix σ > 0. There exist d0(σ) ∈ N, η0(σ) > 0 and γ(σ) > 0 (monotonically decreasing in σ), such that for all
d ≥ d0(σ) and η < η0(σ), we have n?(η, σ,Fd) ≥ Ω
(
2γ(σ)d
ηd
)
.
2) Fix d ∈ N. There exist σ0(d), η0(d) > 0, such that for all σ < σ0(d) and η < η0(d), we have n?(η, σ,Fd) ≥
Ω
(
2d
ηd
)
.
Theorem 1 is proven in Section VI-A, based on channel coding arguments. For instance, the proof of Part 1
relates the estimation of h(P ∗Nσ) to discrete entropy estimation of a distribution supported on a capacity-achieving
codebook for a peak-constrained AWGN channel. Since the codebook size is exponential in d, discrete entropy
estimation over the codebook within a small gap η > 0 is impossible with less than order of 2
γ(σ)d
ηd samples [5],
[6]. The exponent γ(σ) is monotonically decreasing in σ, implying that larger σ values are favorable for estimation.
The 2nd part of the theorem relies on a similar argument but for a d-dimensional AWGN channel and an input
constellation that comprises the vertices of the d-dimensional hypercube [−1, 1]d.
Remark 3 (Exponential Sample Complexity for Restricted Classes of Distributions) Restricting Fd by impos-
ing smoothness or lower-boundedness assumptions on the distributions in the class would not alleviate the
7One may consider any other class of compactly supported distributions.
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exponential dependence on d from Theorem 1. For instance, consider convolving any P ∈ Fd with N σ√
2
, i.e.,
replacing each P with Q = P ∗ N σ√
2
. These Q distributions are smooth, but if one could accurately estimate
h
(
Q ∗ N σ√
2
)
over the convolved class, then h(P ∗ Nσ) over Fd could have been estimated as well. Therefore,
Theorem 1 applies also for the class of such smooth Q distributions.
B. Upper Bound on Risk
We next establish the minimax-rate optimality of the plug-in estimator. We provide explicit constants (in terms
of σ, K and d). These constants present an exponential dependence on the dimension, in accordance to the results
of Theorem 1. Recall that given a collection of samples Sn ∼ P⊗n, the estimator is h(PˆSn ∗ Nσ), where PˆSn =
1
n
∑n
i=1 δSi is the empirical measure.
A risk bound for the bounded support case is presented first. Although a special case of Theorem 3, where the
subgaussian class F (SG)d,K is considered, we state the bounded support result separately since it gives a cleaner bound
with a better constant.
Theorem 2 (Plug-in Risk Bound - Bounded Support Class) Fix σ > 0 and d ≥ 1. For any n, we have
sup
P∈Fd
EP⊗n
∣∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− h(PˆSn ∗ Nσ)∣∣∣ ≤ C˜σ,dn− 12 , (32)
where C˜σ,d = Oσ(cd), for a numerical constant c, is explicitly characterized in (63).
The proof (given in Section VI-B) relies on the χ2 1n convergence rate established in Corollary 1. Specifically, we
relate the differential entropy estimation error to EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) using χ2 variational representation.
The result then follows by controlling certain variance terms and using Corollary 1.
The next theorem bounds the estimation risk when P ∈ F (SG)d,K .
Theorem 3 (Plug-in Risk Bound - Subgaussian Class) Fix σ > 0 and d ≥ 1. For any n, we have
sup
P∈F(SG)d,K
EP⊗n
∣∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− h(PˆSn ∗ Nσ)∣∣∣ ≤ Cσ,d,Kn− 12 , (33)
where Cσ,d,K = Oσ,K(cd), for a numerical constant c, is explicitly characterized in (70).
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section VI-C. While the result follows via arguments similar to the bounded
support case (namely, through the χ2 subgaussian bound from Proposition 3), this method only covers the regime
K
σ <
1
2 . To prove Theorem 3 without restricting σ and K, we resort to a different argument. Using the maximal
TV-coupling, we bound the estimation risk by a weighted TV distance between P ∗Nσ and PˆSn ∗Nσ . The smoothing
induced by the Gaussian convolutions allows us to control this TV distance by a cd/
√
n.
Several things to note about the result are the following:
1) The theorem does not assume any smoothness conditions on the distributions in F (SG)d,K . This is possible due
to the inherent smoothing introduced by the convolution with the Gaussian density. Specifically, while the
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differential entropy h(q) is not a smooth functional of the underlying density q in general, our functional is
Tσ(P ) , h(P ∗ Nσ), which is smooth.
2) The above smoothness also allows us to avoid any assumptions on P being bounded away from zero. So long
as P has subgaussian tails, the distribution may be arbitrary.
Remark 4 (Knowledge of Noise Parameter) Our original motivation for this work is the noisy DNN setting,
where additive Gaussian noise is injected into the system to enable tracking “information flows” during training
(see [26]). In this setting, the parameter σ is known and the considered observation model reflects this. However, an
interesting scenario is when σ is unknown. To address this, first note that samples from P contain no information
about σ. Hence, in the setting where σ is unknown, presumably samples of both S ∼ P and S+Z ∼ P ∗Nσ would
be available. Under this alternative model, estimating σ can be done immediately by comparing the empirical
variance of S and S + Z. This empirical proxy would converge as O
(
(nd)−
1
2
)
, implying that for large enough
dimension, the empirical σ can be substituted into our entropy estimator (in place of the true σ) without affecting
the O
(
cdn−
1
2
)
convergence rate.
C. Bias Lower Bound
To have a guideline as to the smallest number of samples needed to avoid biased estimation, we present the
following lower bound on the estimator’s bias supP∈Fd
∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− EP⊗nh(PˆSn ∗ Nσ)∣∣.
Theorem 4 (Bias Lower Bound) Fix d ≥ 1 and σ > 0, and let  ∈
(
1− (1− 2Q ( 12σ ))d , 1], where Q is the
Q-function.8 Set k? ,
⌊
1
σQ−1
(
1
2
(
1−(1−) 1d
))
⌋
, where Q−1 is the inverse of the Q-function. By the choice of ,
clearly k? ≥ 2, and we have
sup
P∈Fd
∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− EP⊗nh(PˆSn ∗ Nσ)∣∣ ≥ log
(
k
d(1−)
?
n
)
−Hb(). (34)
Consequently, the bias cannot be less than a given δ > 0 so long as n ≤ kd(1−)? · e−(δ+Hb()).
The theorem is proven in Section VI-D. Since Hb() shrinks with , for sufficiently small  values, the lower bound
from (34) essentially shows that the our estimator will not have negligible bias unless n > kd(1−)? is satisfied.
The condition  > 1 − (1− 2Q ( 12σ ))d is non-restrictive in any relevant regime of d and σ. For the latter, values
we have in mind are inspired by [26], where noisy DNNs with parameter σ are studied. In that work, σ values
are around 0.1, for which the lower bound on  is at most 0.0057 for all dimensions up to at least d = 104. For
example, when setting  = 0.01 (for which Hb(0.01) ≈ 0.056), the corresponding k? equals 3 for d ≤ 11 and 2
for 12 ≤ d ≤ 104. Thus, with these parameters, a negligible bias requires n to be at least 20.99d.
8The Q-function is defined as Q(x) , 1√
2pi
∫∞
x e
− t2
2 dt.
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D. Computing the Estimator
Evaluating the plug-in estimator h(PˆSn ∗ Nσ) requires computing the differential entropy of a d-dimensional
n-mode Gaussian mixture (PˆSn ∗ Nσ). Although it cannot be computed in closed form, this section presents a
method for computing an arbitrarily accurate approximation via MC integration [40]. To simplify the presentation,
we present the method for an arbitrary Gaussian mixture without referring to the notation of the estimation setup.
Let g(t) , 1n
∑n
i=1 ϕσ(t− µi) be a d-dimensional, n-mode Gaussian mixture, with centers {µi}ni=1 ⊂ Rd. Let
C ∼ Unif ({µi}ni=1) be independent of Z ∼ Nσ and note that V , C + Z ∼ g. First, rewrite h(g) as follows:
h(g) = −E log g(V ) = − 1
n
n∑
i=1
E
[
log g(µi + Z)
∣∣∣C = µi] = − 1
n
n∑
i=1
E log g(µi + Z), (35)
where the last step uses the independence of Z and C. Let
{
Z
(i)
j
}
i∈[n]
j∈[nMC]
be n× nMC i.i.d. samples from ϕσ . For
each i ∈ [n], we estimate the i-th summand on the RHS of (35) by
Iˆ
(i)
MC ,
1
nMC
nMC∑
j=1
log g
(
µi + Z
(i)
j
)
, (36a)
which produces
hˆMC ,
1
n
n∑
i=1
Iˆ
(i)
MC (36b)
as the approximation of h(g). Note that since g is a mixture of n Gaussians, it can be efficiently evaluated using
off-the-shelf KDE software packages, many of which require only O(log n) operations on average per evaluation
of g.
Define the MSE of hˆMC as
MSE
(
hˆMC
)
, E
[(
hˆMC − h(g)
)2]
. (37)
We have the following bounds on the MSE.
Theorem 5 (MSE Bounds for the MC Estimator)
(i) (Bounded support) Assume C ∈ [−1, 1]d almost surely, then
MSE
(
hˆMC
)
≤ 2d(2 + σ
2)
σ2
1
n · nMC . (38)
(ii) (Bounded moment) Assume m , E‖C‖22 <∞, then
MSE
(
hˆMC
)
≤ 9dσ
2 + 8(2 + σ
√
d)m+ 3(11σ
√
d+ 1)
√
m
σ2
1
n · nMC . (39)
The proof is given in Section VI-E. The bounds on the MSE scale only linearly with the dimension d, making σ2
in the denominator often the dominating factor experimentally.
IV. ESTIMATING THE INFORMATION FLOW IN DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
A motivating utilization of the developed theory is estimating the mutual information between selected groups of
neurons in DNNs. Much attention was recently devoted to this task [21]–[26], partly motivated by the Information
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Bottleneck (IB) theory for DNNs [27], [28]. The theory tracks the mutual information pair
(
I(X;T ), I(Y ;T )
)
,
where X is the DNN’s input (i.e., feature), Y is the true label and T is the hidden representation vector. An
intriguing claim from [28] is that the mutual information I(X;T ) undergoes a so-called ‘compression’ phase
during the training process of the DNN. Namely, after a short ‘fitting’ phase at the beginning of training (where
I(Y ;T ) and I(X;T ) both grow), I(X;T ) exhibits a slow long-term decrease, which, according to [28], explains
the excellent generalization performance of DNNs. The main caveat in the supporting empirical results provided in
[28] (and the partially opposing results from the followup work [21]) is that in a deterministic DNN the mapping
T = f(X) is almost always injective when the activation functions are strictly monotone. As a result, I(X;T ) is
either infinite (when the data distribution PX is continuous) or a constant (when PX is discrete9). Thus, when the
DNN is deterministic, I(X;T ) is not an informative quantity to consider. As explained in [26], the reason [28]
and [21] miss this fact stems from an inadequate application of a binning-based mutual information estimator for
I(X;T ).
To fix this constant/infinite mutual information issue, [26] proposed the framework of noisy DNNs, in which each
neuron adds a small amount of Gaussian noise (i.i.d. across all neurons) after applying the activation function. The
injected noise makes the map X 7→ T a stochastic parameterized channel, and as a consequence, I(X;T ) is a finite
quantity that depends on the network’s parameters. Although the primary purpose of the noise injection in [26] was to
ensure that I(X;T ) depends on the system parameters, experimentally it was found that the network’s performance
is optimized at non-zero noise variance, thus providing a natural to select this parameter. In the following, we first
define noisy DNNs and then show that estimating I(X;T ), I(Y ;T ) or any other mutual information term between
layers of a noisy DNN can be reduced to differential entropy estimation under Gaussian convolutions. The reduction
relies on a sampling procedure that leverages the DNN’s generative model.
A. Noisy DNNs and Mutual Information between Layers
We start by describing the noisy DNN setup from [26]. Let (X,Y ) ∼ PX,Y be a feature-label pair, where PX,Y
is the (unknown) true distribution of (X,Y ), and
{
(Xi, Yi)
}n
i=1
be n i.i.d. samples from PX,Y .
Consider an (L + 1)-layered (fixed / trained) noisy DNN with layers T0, T1, . . . , TL, input T0 = X and output
TL = Yˆ (i.e., an estimate of Y ). For each ` ∈ [L − 1], the `-th hidden layer is given by T` = S` + Z`, where
S` , f`(T`−1) with f` : Rd`−1 → Rd` being a deterministic function of the previous layer and Z` ∼ N
(
0, σ2Id`
)
being the noise injected at layer `. The functions f1, f2, . . . , fL can represent any type of layer (fully connected,
convolutional, max-pooling, etc.). For instance, f`(t) = a(W`t+ b`) for a fully connected or a convolutional layer,
where a is the activation function which operates on a vector component-wise, W` ∈ Rd`×d`−1 is the weight matrix
and b` ∈ Rd` is the bias. For fully connected layers W` is arbitrary, while for convolutional layers W` is Toeplitz.
Fig. 1 shows a neuron in a noisy DNN.
The noisy DNN induces a stochastic map from X to the rest of the network, described by the conditional
distribution PT1,...,TL|X . The joint distribution of the tuple (X,Y, T1, . . . , TL) is PX,Y,T1,...,TL , PX,Y PT1,...,TL|X
9The mapping from the discrete values of X to T is almost always (except for a measure-zero set of weights) injective whenever the
nonlinearities are, thereby causing I(X;T ) = H(X) for any hidden layer T , even if T consists of a single neuron.
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Fig. 1: k-th noisy neuron in a fully connected or a convolutional layer ` with activation function a; W(k)` and b`(k)
are the k-th row and the k-th entry of the weight matrix and the bias vector, respectively.
under which Y −X − T1 − . . .− TL forms a Markov chain. For any ` ∈ [L− 1], consider the mutual information
between the hidden layer and the input (see Remark 6 for an account of I(Y ;T`)):
I(X;T`) = h(T`)− h(T`|X) = h(PT`)−
∫
dPX(x)h(PT`|X=x). (40)
Since PT` and PT`|X have a highly complicated structure (due to the composition of Gaussian noises and
nonlinearities), this mutual information cannot be computed analytically and must be estimated. Based on the
expansion from (40), an estimator of I(X;T`) is constructed by estimating the unconditional and each of the
conditional differential entropy terms, while approximating the expectation by an empirical average. As explained
next, all these entropy estimation tasks are instances of our framework of estimating h(P ∗ Nσ) based on samples
from P and knowledge of σ.
B. From Differential Entropy to Mutual Information
Recall that T` = S` + Z`, where S` ∼ PS` = Pf`(T`−1) and Z` ∼ N (0, σ2Id`) are independent. Thus,
h(PT`) = h(PS` ∗ Nσ) (41a)
and
h(PT`|X=xi) = h(PS`|X=xi ∗ Nσ). (41b)
The DNN’s forward pass enables sampling from PS` and PS`|X as follows:
1) Unconditional Sampling: To generate the sample set from PS` , feed each Xi, for i ∈ [n], into the DNN and
collect the outputs it produces at the (`− 1)-th layer. The function f` is then applied to each collected output
to obtain Sn` , {S`,1, S`,2, . . . , S`,n}, which is the a set of n i.i.d. samples from PS` .
2) Conditional Sampling Given X: To generate i.i.d. samples from PS`|X=xi , for i ∈ [n], we feed xi into the
DNN n times, collect outputs from T`−1 corresponding to different noise realizations, and apply f` on each.
Denote the obtained samples by Sn` (Xi).
10
10The described sampling procedure is valid for any layer ` ≥ 2. For ` = 1, S1 coincides with f1(X) but the conditional samples are
undefined. Nonetheless, noting that for the first layer h(T1|X) = h(Z) = d2 log(2pieσ2), we see that no estimation of the conditional entropy
is needed. The mutual information estimator given in (43) is modified by replacing the subtracted term with h(Z).
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The knowledge of σ and together with the samples Sn` and S
n
` (Xi) can be used to estimate the unconditional and
the conditional entropies, from (41a) and (41b), respectively.
For notational simplicity, we henceforth omit the layer index `. Based on the above sampling procedure we
construct an estimator Iˆ
(
Xn, hˆ
)
of I(X;T ) using a given estimator hˆ(An, σ) of h(P ∗Nσ) for P supported inside
[−1, 1]d (i.e., a tanh / sigmoid network), based on i.i.d. samples An = {A1, . . . , An} from P and knowledge of σ.
Assume that hˆ attains
sup
P∈Fd
EP⊗n
∣∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− hˆ(An, σ)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆σ,d(n). (42)
An example of such an hˆ is the estimator h(PˆAn ∗ Nσ). The corresponding ∆σ,d(n) term is given in Theorem 3.
Our estimator for the mutual information is
IˆInput
(
Xn, hˆ, σ
)
, hˆ(Sn, σ)− 1
n
n∑
i=1
hˆ
(
Sn(Xi), σ
)
. (43)
The absolute-error estimation risk of IˆInput
(
Xn, hˆ, σ
)
is bounded in the following proposition, proven in
Section VI-F.
Proposition 8 (Input-Hidden Layer Mutual Information Estimation Error) For the above described estima-
tion setting, we have
sup
PX
E
∣∣∣I(X;T )− IˆInput (Xn, hˆ, σ)∣∣∣ ≤ 2∆σ,d(n) + d log (1 + 1σ2 )
4
√
n
. (44)
Interestingly, the quantity 1σ2 is the SNR between S and Z. The larger σ is the easier estimation becomes, since
the noise smooths out the complicated PX distribution. Also note that the dimension of the ambient space in
which X lies does not appear in the absolute-risk bound for estimating I(X;T ). The bound depends only on the
dimension of T (through ∆σ,d). This is because the additive noise resides in the T domain, limiting the possibility
of encoding the rich structure of X into T in full. On a technical level, the blurring effect caused by the noise
enables uniformly lower bounding infx h(T |X = x) and thereby controlling the variance of the estimator for each
conditional entropy. This reduces the impact of X on the estimation of I(X;T ) to that of an empirical average
converging to its expected value with rate 1√
n
.
Remark 5 (The Subgaussian Class F (SG)d,K and Noisy ReLU DNNs) We provide performance guarantees for the
plug-in estimator also over the more general class F (SG)d,K of distributions with subgaussian marginals. This class
accounts for the following important cases:
1) Distributions with bounded support, which correspond to noisy DNNs with bounded nonlinearities. This case
is directly studied through the bounded support class Fd.
2) Discrete distributions over a finite set, which is a special case of bounded support.
3) Distributions P of a random variable S that is a hidden layer of a noisy ReLU DNN, so long as the input
X to the network is itself subgaussian. To see this recall that linear combinations of independent subgaussian
random variables are also subgaussian. Furthermore, for any (scalar) random variable A, we have that
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∣∣ReLU(A)∣∣ = ∣∣max{0, A}∣∣ ≤ |A|, almost surely. Each layer in a noisy ReLU DNN is a coordinate-wise
ReLU applied to a linear transformation of the previous layer plus a Gaussian noise. Consequently, for a
d-dimensional hidden layer S and any i ∈ [d], one may upper bound ∥∥S(i)∥∥
ψ2
by a constant, provided that
the input X is coordinate-wise subgaussian. This constant depends on the network’s weights and biases, the
depth of the hidden layer, the subgaussian norm of the input ‖X‖ψ2 and the noise variance.
In the context of estimation of mutual information over DNNs, the input distribution is typically taken as uniform
over the dataset [21], [26], [28], adhering to case (2).
Remark 6 (Mutual Information Between Hidden Layer and Label) Another information-theoretic quantity of
possible interest is the mutual information between the hidden layer and the true label (see, e.g., [28]). For
(X,Y ) ∼ PX,Y , and a hidden layer T in a noisy DNN with input X , the joint distribution of (X,Y, S, T ) is
PX,Y PS,T |X , under which Y −X − (S, T ) forms a Markov chain.11 The mutual information of interest is then
I(Y ;T ) = h(PS ∗ Nσ)−
∑
y∈Y
PY (y)h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ), (45)
where Y is the (known and) finite set of labels. Just like for I(X;T ), estimating I(Y ;T ) reduces to differential
entropy estimation under Gaussian convolutions. Namely, an estimator for I(Y ;T ) can be constructed by estimating
the unconditional and each of the conditional differential entropy terms in (45), while approximating the expectation
by an empirical average. There are several required modifications in estimating I(Y ;T ) as compared to I(X;T ).
Most notably is the procedure for sampling from PS|Y=y , which results in a sample set whose size is random (a
Binomial random variable). In appendix A, the process of estimating I(Y ;T ) is described in detail and a bound
on the estimation error is derived.
This section, and, in particular, the result of Proposition 8 (see also Proposition 9 from Appendix A) show that
the performance in estimating mutual information depends on our ability to estimate h(P ∗ Nσ). In Section V we
present experimental results for h(P ∗ Nσ), when P is induced by a DNN.
V. SIMULATIONS
We present empirical results illustrating the convergence of the plug-in estimator compared to several competing
methods: (i) the KDE-based estimator of [7]; (ii) and kNN Kozachenko-Leonenko (KL) estimator [10]; and (iii)
the recently developed weighted-KL (wKL) estimator from [18]. These competing methods are general-purpose
estimators of the differential entropy h(Q) based on i.i.d. samples from Q. Such methods are applicable for our
estimation task, i.e., for estimating h(P ∗Nσ), by sampling Nσ and adding the obtained noise values to the samples
from P .
A. Simulations for Differential Entropy Estimation
1) P with Bounded Support: Convergence rates in the bounded support regime are illustrated first. We set P as
a mixture of Gaussians truncated to have support in [−1, 1]d. Before truncation, the mixture consists of 2d Gaussian
11In fact, the Markov chain is even Y −X − S − T since T = S + Z but this is inconsequential here.
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Fig. 2: Estimation results comparing the plug-in estimator to: (i) a KDE-based method [7]; (ii) the KL estimator
[10]; and (iii) a weighted-KL estimator [18]. The differential entropy of S+Z is estimated, where S is a truncated
d-dimensional mixture of 2d Gaussians and Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id). Results are shown as a function of n, for d = 5, 10
and σ = 0.1, 0.5. Error bars are one standard deviation over 20 random trials. The h(P ∗ Nσ) estimator presents
faster convergence rates, improved stability and better scalability with dimension compared to the two competing
methods.
components with means at the 2d corners of [−1, 1]d. This produces a distribution that is, on one hand, complicated
(2d mixtures) while, on the other hand, is still simple to implement. The entropy h(P ∗Nσ) is estimated for various
values of σ.
Fig. 2 shows estimation results as a function of n, for d = 5, 10 and σ = 0.1, 0.2. The kernel width for the KDE
estimate was chosen via cross-validation, varying with both d and n; the KL, wKL and plug-in estimators require
no tuning parameters. We stress that the KDE estimate is highly unstable and, while not shown here, the estimated
value is very sensitive to the chosen kernel width. The KDE, KL and wKL estimators converge slowly, at a rate
that degrades with increased d, underperforming the plug-in estimator. Finally, we note that in accordance to the
explicit risk bound from (70), the absolute error increases with larger d and smaller σ.
2) P with Unbounded Support: In Fig. 3, we show the convergence rates in the unbounded support regime by
considering the same setting with d = 15 but without truncating the 2d-mode Gaussian mixture. The fast convergence
of the plug-in estimator is preserved, outperforming the competing methods. Notice that the performance of the
wKL estimator from [18] significantly deteriorates in this relatively high-dimensional setup. We postulate that this
is a result of the dependence of the wKL estimation error on d, which was overlooked in [18].
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Fig. 3: Estimation results comparing the plug-in estimator to: (i) a KDE-based method [7]; (ii) the KL estimator
[10]; and (iii) a weighted-KL estimator [18]. Here P is a truncated d-dimensional mixture of 2d Gaussians and
Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id). Results are shown as a function of n, for d = 5, 10 and σ = 0.01, 0.1, 0.5. Error bars are one
standard deviation over 20 random trials.
Fig. 4: Convergence of the Monte Carlo integrator computation of the proposed estimator. Shown is the decay of
the RMSE as the number of Monte Carlo samples increases, for a variety of σ and d values. The MC integrator is
computing the h(P ∗ Nσ) estimate of the entropy of S + Z where S is a truncated d-dimensional mixture of 2d
Gaussians and Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id). The number of samples of S used by h(P ∗ Nσ) is 104.
B. Monte Carlo Integration
Fig. 4 illustrates the convergence of the MC integration method for computing the plug-in estimator. The figure
shows the root-MSE (RMSE) as a function of MC samples nMC, for the truncated 2d Gaussian mixture distribution
with n = 104 (which corresponds to the number of modes in the Gaussian mixture PˆSn ∗ Nσ whose entropy
approximates h(P ∗ Nσ)), d = 5, 10, 15, and σ = 0.01, 0.1. Note the error decays approximately as 1√nMC in
accordance with Theorem 5, and that the convergence does not vary excessively for different d and σ values.
C. Estimation in a Noisy Deep Neural Network
We next illustrate entropy estimation in a noisy DNN. The dataset is a 2-dimensional 3-class spiral (shown in
Fig. 5(a)). The network has 3 fully connected layers of sizes 8-9-10, with tanh activations and N (0, σ2) Gaussian
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noise added to the output of each neuron, where σ = 0.2. We estimate the entropy of the output of the 10-dimensional
third layer in the network trained to achieve 98% classification accuracy. Estimation results are shown in Fig. 5(b),
comparing the plug-in estimator to the KDE and KL estimators; the wKL estimator from [18] is omitted due to
extremely poor performance in this experiment. As before, the plug-in estimate converges faster than the competing
methods illustrating its efficiency for entropy and mutual information estimation over noisy DNNs. Observe that
the KDE estimate, which performed quite well in the synthetic experiments, underperform here. In our companion
work [26], extensive additional examples of mutual information estimation in DNN classifiers based on the proposed
estimator are provided.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: 10-dimensional entropy estimation in a 3-layer neural network trained on the 2-dimensional 3-class spiral
dataset shown on the left. Estimation results for the plug-in estimator compared to general-purpose kNN and KDE
methods are shown on the right. The differential entropy of S +Z is estimated, where S is the output of the third
(10-dimensional) layer. Results are shown as a function of samples n with σ = 0.2.
D. Mutual Information of Reed-Muller Codes over AWGN Channels
We next consider data transmission over an AWGN channel using a binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation
of a Reed-Muller code. A Reed-Muller code RM(r,m) of parameters r,m ∈ N, where 0 ≤ r ≤ m, encodes
messages of length k =
∑r
i=0
(
m
i
)
into 2m-lengthed binary codewords. Let CRM(r,m) be set of BPSK modulated
sequences corresponding to RM(r,m) (with 0 and 1 mapped to −1 and 1, respectively). The number of bits reliably
transmittable over the 2m-dimensional AWGN with noise Z ∼ N (0, σ2I2m) is given by
I(S;S + Z) = h(S + Z)− 2m−1 log(2pieσ2), (46)
where S ∼ Unif(CRM(r,m)) and Z are independent. Despite I(S;S + Z) being a well-behaved function of σ, an
exact computation of this quantity is infeasible.
Our estimator readily estimates I(S;S + Z) from samples of S. Results for the Reed-Muller codes RM(4, 4)
and RM(5, 5) (containing 216 and 232 codewords, respectively) are shown in Fig. 6 for various values of σ and n.
Fig. 6(a) shows our estimate of I(S;S +Z) for an RM(4, 4) code as a function of σ, for different values of n. As
expected, the plug-in estimator converges faster when σ is larger. Fig. 6(b) shows the estimated I(S;S + Z) for
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S ∼ Unif(CRM(5,5)) and σ = 2, with the KDE and KL estimates based on samples of (S+Z) shown for comparison.
Our method significantly outperforms the competing general-purpose methods (with the wKL estimator being again
omitted due to its instability in this high-dimensional (d = 32) setting).
Remark 7 (AWGN with Input Constraint) When supp(P ) lies inside a ball of radius
√
d, the subgaussian
constant K is proportional to d, and the bound from (33) scales like
√
dd
n . This scenario corresponds to the
popular setup of an AWGN channel with an input constraint.
Remark 8 (Calculating the Ground Truth) To compute the true value of I(S;S + Z) in Fig. 6(b) (dashed red
line) we used our MC integrator and the fact the Reed-Muller code was known to us (upon generating it). Specifically,
the distribution of S + Z is a Gaussian mixture, whose differential entropy we compute via the expression from
(36). Convergence of the computed value was ensured using Theorem 5.
(a) (b)
Fig. 6: Estimating I(S;S + Z), where S comes from a BPSK modulated Reed-Muller and Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id): (a)
Estimated I(S;S +Z) as a function of σ, for different n values, for the RM(4, 4) code. (b) Plug-in, KDE and KL
I(S;S + Z) estimates for the RM(5, 5) code and σ = 2 as a function of n. Shown for comparison are the curves
for the kNN and KDE estimators based on noisy samples of S + Z as well as the true value (dashed).
VI. PROOFS OF DIFFERENTIAL ENTROPY ESTIMATION RESULTS
A. Proof of Theorem 1
1) Proof of the 1st Part: Consider a AWGN channel Y = X + N , where the input X is bound to a peak
constraint X ∈ [−1, 1], almost surely, and N ∼ N (0, σ2) is an AWGN independent of X . The capacity (in nats)
of this channel is
CAWGN(σ) = max
X∼P : P∈Fd
I(X;Y ), (47)
which is positive for any σ < ∞. The positivity of capacity implies the following [41]: for any rate 0 < R <
CAWGN(σ), there exists a sequence of block codes (with blocklength d) of that rate, with an exponentially decaying
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(in d) maximal probability of error. More precisely, for any  ∈ (0,CAWGN(σ)), there exists a codebook Cd ⊂ [−1, 1]d
of size |Cd| .= ed(CAWGN(σ)−) and a decoding function ψd : Rd → [−1, 1]d such that
P
(
ψd(Y
d) = c
∣∣∣Xd = c) ≥ 1− e−2d, ∀c ∈ Cd, (48)
where Xd , (X1, X2, . . . , Xd) and Y d , (Y1, Y2, . . . , Yd) are the channel input and output sequences, respectively.
The sign .= stands for equality in the exponential scale, i.e., ak
.
= bk means that limk→∞ 1k log
ak
bk
= 0.
Since (48) ensures an exponentially decaying error probability for any c ∈ Cd, we also have that the error
probability induced by a randomly selected codeword is exponentially small. Namely, let Xd be a discrete random
variable with any distribution P over the codebook Cd. We have
P
(
Xd 6= ψd(Y d)
)
=
∑
c∈Cd
P (c)P
(
ψd(c+N
d) 6= c
∣∣∣Xd = c) ≤ e−2d. (49)
Based on (49), Fano’s inequality implies
H
(
Xd
∣∣ψd(Y d)) ≤ Hb (e−2d)+ e−2d log |Cd| , δ(1)σ,d, (50)
where Hb(α) = −α logα− (1−α) log(1−α), for α ∈ [0, 1], is the binary entropy function. Although not explicit
in our notation, the dependence of δ(1)σ,d on σ is through . Note that limd→∞ δ
(1)
σ,d = 0, for all σ > 0, because
log |Cd| grows only linearly with d and limq→0Hb(q) = 0.
This further gives
I
(
Xd;Y d
)
= H
(
Xd
)−H (Xd∣∣Y d) (a)≥ H (Xd)−H (Xd∣∣ψd(Y d)) (b)≥ H (Xd)− δ(1)σ,d, (51)
where (a) follows because H(A|B) ≤ H(A∣∣f(B)) for any pair of random variables (A,B) and any deterministic
function f , while (b) uses (50).
Non-negativity of discrete entropy also implies I(Xd;Y d) ≤ H(Xd), which means that H(Xd) and I(Xd;Y d)
become arbitrarily close as d grows: ∣∣∣H(Xd)− I(Xd;Y d)∣∣∣ ≤ δ(1)σ,d. (52)
This means that any good estimator (within an additive gap) of H(Xd) over the class of distributions{
P
∣∣ supp(P ) = Cd} ⊆ Fd is also a good estimator of the mutual information. Using the well-known lower
bound on the sample complexity of discrete entropy estimation in the large alphabet regime (see, e.g., [5, Corollary
10] or [6, Proposition 3]), we have that estimating H(Xd) within a small additive gap η > 0 requires at least
Ω
( |Cd|
η log |Cd|
)
= Ω
(
2γ(σ)d
ηd
)
, (53)
where γ(σ) , CAWGN(σ)−  > 0 is independent of d.
We relate the above back to the considered differential estimation setup by noting that
I(Xd;Y d) = h(Xd +Nd)− h(Nd) = h(Xd +Nd)− d
2
log2(2pieσ
2). (54)
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Letting S ∼ P and noting that Z D= Nd, where D= denotes equality in distribution, we have h(Xd+Nd) = h(S+Z).
Assuming in contradiction that there exists an estimator of h(S+Z) that uses o
(
2γ(σ)d/(ηd)
)
samples and achieves
an additive gap η > 0 over
{
P
∣∣ supp(P ) = Cd}, implies that H(Xd) can be estimated from these samples within
gap η+δ(1)σ,d. This follows from (52) by taking the estimator of h(S+Z) and subtracting the constant
d
2 log2(2pieσ
2).
We arrive at a contradiction.
2) Proof of the 2nd Part: Fix d ≥ 1 and consider a d-dimensional AWGN channel Y = X+N , with input X and
noise N ∼ N (0, σ2Id). Let C = {−1, 1}d and consider the set of all (discrete) distributions P with supp(P ) = C.
For X ∼ P , with P being an arbitrary distribution from the aforementioned set, and any mapping ψC : Rd → C,
Fano’s inequality gives
H(X|Y ) ≤ H(X∣∣ψC(Y )) ≤ Hb(Pe(C))+ Pe(C) · log |C|, (55)
where Pe(C) , P
(
ψC(Y ) 6= X
)
is the error probability. We choose ψC as the maximum likelihood decoder: upon
observing y ∈ Rd it returns the closest point in C to y. Namely, ψC returns c ∈ C if and only if y falls inside the
unique orthant that contains c. We have:
Pe(C) =
∑
c∈C
P (c)P
(
ψC(c+ Z) 6= c
∣∣∣X = c) = 1− (1−Q( 1
σ
))d
, σ,d, (56)
where Q is the Q-function. Together, (55) and (56) give H(X|Y ) ≤ Hb(σ,d)+σ,dd log 2 , δ(2)σ,d. Note that for any
d ≥ 1, limσ→0 δ(2)σ,d = 0 exponentially fast in 1σ2 (this follows from the large x approximation of Q(x)). Similarly
to (52), the above implies that ∣∣∣H(X)− I(X;Y )∣∣∣ ≤ δ(2)σ,d. (57)
Thus, any good estimator (within an additive gap η) of H(X) within the class of X distributions P with supp(P ) =
C, can be used to estimate I(X;Y ) within an η + δ(2)σ,d gap.
Now, for σ small enough σ,d, and consequently δ
(2)
σ,d are arbitrarily close to zero. Hence we may again use
lower bounds on the sample complexity of discrete entropy estimation. Like in the proof of Theorem 1, setting
S ∼ P , any estimator of h(S + Z) within a small gap η produces an estimator of H(X) (through H(X) =
h(S +Z)− d2 log(2pieσ2) and (57)) within an η+ δ(2)σ,d gap. Therefore, for sufficiently small σ > 0 and η > 0, any
estimator of h(S + Z) within a gap of η requires at least
Ω
(
supp(P )(
η + δ
(2)
σ,d
)
log
(
supp(P )
)) = Ω( 2d(
η + δ
(2)
σ,d
)
d
)
(58)
samples. This concludes the proof.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
We start with the following lemma.
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Lemma 2 Let U ∼ PU and V ∼ PV be continuous random variables with densities pU and pV , respectively. If∣∣h(U)∣∣, ∣∣h(V )∣∣ <∞, then
∣∣h(U)− h(V )∣∣ ≤ max{∣∣∣∣E log pV (V )pV (U)
∣∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣∣E log pU (U)pU (V )
∣∣∣∣} .
Proof: Recall the identity
h(U)− h(V ) ≤ h(U)− h(V ) +D(PU ||PV ) = E log pV (V )
pV (U)
≤
∣∣∣∣E log pV (V )pV (U)
∣∣∣∣ .
Reversing the roles of U and V in the above derivation establishes the second bound and completes the proof.
Recall now the variational characterization of the χ2-divergence:
χ2(µ‖ν) = sup
g: varν(g)≤1
∣∣Eµg − Eνg∣∣2. (59)
Combining this with Lemma 2, we obtain
∣∣h(U)− h(V )∣∣ ≤ max{√varPV ( log pV (V ))χ2(PU‖PV ),√varPV ( log pU (V ))χ2(PU‖PV )} . (60)
Setting PV = P ∗ Nσ and PU = PˆSn ∗ Nσ , the next lemma is useful in controlling the variance terms. To state
it recall that q and rSn are the PDFs of P ∗ Nσ and PˆSn ∗ Nσ , respectively, and set q˜ , qc1 and r˜Sn , rc1 for
c1 = (2piσ
2)−d/2.
Lemma 3 Let S ∼ P . For all z ∈ Rd it holds that
EP⊗n
(
log r˜Sn(z)
)2 ≤ 1
4σ4
EP ‖z − S‖4 (61a)(
log q˜(z)
)2 ≤ 1
4σ4
EP ‖z − S‖4. (61b)
Proof: We prove (61a); the proof of (61b) is similar and therefore omitted. The map x 7→ (log x)2 is convex
on [0, 1]. For any fixed sn, let Sˆ ∼ Pˆsn . Jensen’s inequality gives
(
log r˜sn(z)
)2
=
(
logEPˆsn exp
(
−‖z − Sˆ‖
2
2σ2
))2
≤ EPˆsn
‖z − Sˆ‖4
4σ4
.
Taking an outer expectation w.r.t. Sn ∼ P⊗n yields
EP⊗n
(
log r˜Sn(z)
)2 ≤ EP⊗nEPˆSn ‖z − Sˆ‖44σ4 = EP ‖z − S‖44σ4 .
Let Y = S′ + Z, where S′ ∼ P and Z ∼ Nσ are independent. Since variance is translation invariant, we get
varP∗Nσ
(
log q(Y )
)
= varP∗Nσ
(
log q˜(Y )
) ≤ 1
4σ4
E‖Z + S′ − S‖4 ≤ σ
2d(2 + d)(2 + σ2) + 8d2
4σ4
, (62)
When combined with Proposition 3, the above bound takes care of the first term in (60).
For the second term, we apply Cauchy-Schwartz and treat the expected values of varPV
(
log pU (V )
)
and
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χ2(PU‖PV ) separately. For the variance, using (61a) and an argument similar to (62) we get the same bound
therein. The expected χ2-square divergence in both arguments of the maximum in (60) is bounded using Corollary
1. Combining the pieces, for any P ∈ Fd, we obtain
EP⊗n
∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− h(PˆSn ∗ Nσ)∣∣ ≤ 2√σ2d(2 + d)(2 + σ2) + 8d2
4σ4
e
2d
σ2 · 1√
n
. (63)
Remark 9 An alternative proof of the parametric estimation rate was given in [31] using the 1-Wasserstein metric
instead of χ2-square. Specifically, one may invoke [42, Proposition 5] to reduce the analysis of EP⊗n
∣∣h(P ∗Nσ)−
h(PˆSn ∗Nσ)
∣∣ to that of EP⊗nW1 (PˆSn ∗ Nσ, P ∗ Nσ). Then, using [29, Theorem 6.15] and the bounded support
assumption, the parametric risk convergence rate follows with the constant
√
d·2d+2
min{1,σd} .
C. Proof of Theorem 3
Starting from Lemma 2, we again focus on bounding the maximum of the two expected log ratios. The following
lemma allows converting
∣∣∣E log pV (V )pV (U) ∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣E log pU (U)pU (V ) ∣∣∣ into forms that are more convenient to analyze.
Lemma 4 Let U ∼ PU and V ∼ PV be continuous random variables with PDFs pU and pV , respectively. For
any measurable function g : Rd → R
∣∣Eg(U)− Eg(V )∣∣ ≤ ∫ ∣∣g(z)∣∣ · ∣∣pU (z)− pV (z)∣∣ dz .
Proof: We couple PU and PV via the TV maximal coupling12
pi , (Id, Id)](PU ∧ PV ) + 1
α
(PU − PV )+ ⊗ (PU − PV )−, (64)
where (PU − PV )+ and (PU − PV )− are the positive and negative parts of the signed measure (PU − PV );
(PU ∧PV ) , PU − (PU −PV )+; (Id, Id)](PU ∧PV ) is the push-forward measure of PU ∧PV by the map (Id, Id);
⊗ denotes a product measure; and α , 12
∫ |pU (x)− pV (x)|dx satisfies ∫ d(PU − PV )+ = ∫ d(PU − PV )− = α.
Jensen’s inequality implies
∣∣Eg(U)− Eg(V )∣∣ ≤ Epi∣∣g(U)− g(V )∣∣ and we proceed as
Epi
∣∣g(U)− g(V )∣∣
≤ 1
α
∫ (∣∣g(u)∣∣+ ∣∣g(v)∣∣)(pU (u)− pV (u))+(pU (v)− pV (v))− dudv
=
∫ ∣∣g(u)∣∣(pU (u)− pV (u))+ du+ ∫ ∣∣g(v)∣∣(pU (v)− pV (v))− dv
=
∫ ∣∣g(z)∣∣((pU (z)− pV (z))+ + (pU (z)− pV (z))−) dz
=
∫ ∣∣g(z)∣∣ · ∣∣pU (z)− pV (z)∣∣dz. (65)
12The maximal coupling attains maximal probability for the event {U = V }.
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Fix any P ∈ F (SG)d,K and assume that EPS = 0. This assumption comes with no loss of generality since both the
target functional h(P ∗Nσ) and the plug-in estimator are translation invariant. Note that
∣∣h(P ∗Nσ)∣∣, ∣∣h(PˆSn∗Nσ)∣∣ <
∞. Combining Lemmata 2 and 4, we a.s. have
∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− h(PˆSn ∗ Nσ)∣∣ ≤ max{∫ ∣∣ log r˜Sn(z)∣∣ · |q(z)− rSn(z)|dz,∫ ∣∣ log q˜(z)∣∣ · ∣∣q(z)− rSn(z)∣∣dz} ,
(66)
where, as before, q and rSn are the PDFs of P ∗Nσ and PˆSn ∗Nσ , respectively, while q˜ , qc1 and r˜Sn ,
rSn
c1
, for
c1 = (2piσ
2)−d/2.
Recalling that E[max{|X|, |Y |}] ≤ E|X| + E|Y |, for any random variable X , Y , we now bound∫ ∣∣ log r˜Sn(z)∣∣∣∣pU (z)− pV (z)∣∣dz. The bound for the other integral is identical and thus omitted. Let fa : Rd → R
be the PDF of N (0, 12a Id), for a > 0 specified later. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies(
EP⊗n
∫ ∣∣ log r˜Sn(z)∣∣∣∣q(z)− rSn(z)∣∣dz)2 ≤ ∫ EP⊗n( log r˜Sn(z))2fa(z) dz · ∫ EP⊗n (q(z)− rSn(z))2fa(z) dz.
(67)
Using Lemma 3, we bound the first integral as∫
EP⊗n
(
log r˜Sn(z)
)2
fa(z) dz ≤
∫
E‖z − S‖4
4σ4
exp
(− a‖z‖2)√
pida−d
dz
(a)
≤ 2
σ4
E‖S‖4 + 2
σ4
∫
‖z‖4 exp
(− a‖z‖2)√
pida−d
dz
(b)
≤ 32K
4d2
σ4
+
1
2σ4a2
d(d+ 2)
where (a) follows from the triangle inequality, and (b) uses the K-subgaussianity of S [33, Lemma 5.5]
To bound the second integral, we repeat steps (6)-(7) from the proof of Proposition 1. Specifically, we have
EP⊗n
(
q(z)− rSn(z)
)2≤ c21n Ee− 1σ2 ‖z−S‖2 , because rSn(z) is a sum of i.i.d. random variables with EP⊗nrSn(z) =
q(z). This gives ∫
EP⊗n
(
q(z)− rSn(z)
)2
fa(z)
dz ≤ c1
n2d/2
E
1
fa(S + Z/
√
2)
, (68)
for independent Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id) and S ∼ P . Recalling that
(
fa(z)
)−1
= c2 exp
(
a‖z‖2), for c2 , (pia ) d2 , the
subgaussianity of S and Z implies
c1
n2d/2
E
1
fa(S + Z/
√
2)
≤ c1c2
n2d/2
exp
((
K + σ/
√
2
)2
ad+
(K + σ/
√
2)4a2d
1− 2(K + σ/√2)2a
)
, (69)
where 0 < a < 1
2(K+σ/
√
2)2
.
Setting a= 1
4(K+σ/
√
2)2
, we combine (67)-(69) to obtain the result (recalling that the second integral from (66)
is bounded exactly as the first). For any P ∈ F (SG)d,K we have(
EP⊗n
∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− h(PˆSn ∗ Nσ)∣∣)2 ≤ 64(2d2K4 + d(d+ 2)(K + σ/√2)4)
σ4
((
1√
2
+
K
σ
)
e
3
8
)d
1
n
. (70)
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D. Proof of Theorem 4
First note that since h(q) is concave in q and because EP⊗n PˆSn = P , we have
EP⊗nh(PˆSn ∗ ϕσ) ≤ h(P ∗ Nσ), (71)
for all P ∈ Fd. Now, let W ∼ Unif([n]) be independent of (Sn, Z) and define Y = SW +Z. We have the following
lemma, whose proof is found in Appendix B.
Lemma 5 For any P ∈ Fd, we have
h(P ∗ Nσ)− EP⊗nh(PˆSn ∗ Nσ) = I(Sn;Y ). (72)
Using the lemma, we have
sup
P∈Fd
∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− EP⊗nh(P ∗ Nσ)∣∣ = sup
P∈Fd
I(Sn;Y ), (73)
where the right hand side is the mutual information between n i.i.d. random samples Si from P and the random
vector Y = SW + Z, formed by choosing one of the Si’s at random and adding Gaussian noise.
To obtain a lower bound on the supremum, we consider the following P . Partition the hypercube [−1, 1]d into
kd equal-sized smaller hypercubes, each of side length k. Denote these smaller hypercubes as C1,C2, . . . ,Ckd (the
order does not matter). For each i ∈ [kd] let ci ∈ Ci be the centroid of the hypercube Ci. Let C , {ci}kdi=1 and
choose P as the uniform distribution over C.
By the mutual information chain rule and the non-negativity of discrete entropy, we have
I(Sn;Y ) = I(Sn;Y, SW )− I(Sn;SW |Y )
(a)
≥ I(Sn;SW )−H(SW |Y )
= H(SW )−H(SW |Sn)−H(SW |Y ), (74)
where step (a) uses the independence of (Sn,W ) and Z. Clearly H(SW ) = log |C|, while H(SW |Sn) ≤
H(SW ,W |Sn) ≤ H(W ) = log n, via the independence of W and Sn. For the last (subtracted) term in (74)
we use Fano’s inequality to obtain
H(SW |Y ) ≤ H
(
SW
∣∣ψC(Y )) ≤ Hb(Pe(C))+ Pe(C) · log |C|, (75)
where ψC : Rd → C is a function for decoding SW from Y and Pe(C) , P
(
SW 6= ψC(Y )
)
is the probability that
ψC commits an error.
Fano’s inequality holds for any decoding function ψC . We choose ψC as the maximum likelihood decoder, i.e.,
upon observing a y ∈ Rd it returns the closest point to y in C. Denote by Di , ψ−1C (ci) the decoding region on ci,
i.e., the region
{
y ∈ Rd∣∣ψC(y) = ci} that ψC maps to ci. Note that Di = Ci for all i ∈ [kd] for which Ci doesn’t
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intersect with the boundary of [−1, 1]d. The probability of error for the decoder ψC is bounded as:
Pe(C) = 1
kd
kd∑
i=1
P
(
ψC(ci + Z) 6= ci
∣∣∣SW = ci)
=
1
kd
kd∑
i=1
P
(
ci + Z /∈ Di
)
(a)
≤ P
(
‖Z‖∞ > 2/k
2
)
(b)
= 1−
(
1− 2Q
(
1
kσ
))d
, (76)
where (a) holds since the Ci have sides of length 2/k and the error probability is largest for i ∈ [kd] such that Ci
is in the interior of [−1, 1]d. Step (b) follows from independence and the definition of the Q-function.
Taking k = k? in (76) as given in the statement of the theorem gives the desired bound Pe(C) ≤ . Collecting
the pieces and inserting back to (74), we obtain
I(Sn;Y ) ≥ log
(
k
d(1−)
?
n
)
−Hb(). (77)
Together with (73) this concludes the proof.
E. Proof of Theorem 5
Denote the joint distribution of (C,Z, V ) by PC,Z,V . Marginal or conditional distributions are denoted as usual
by keeping only the relevant subscripts. Lowercase p is used to denote a probability mass function (PMF) or a
PDF depending on whether the random variable in the subscript is discrete or continuous. In particular, pC is the
PMF of C, pC|V is the conditional PMF of C given V , while pZ = ϕσ and pV = g are the PDFs of Z and V ,
respectively.
First observe that the estimator is unbiased:
EhˆMC = − 1
n · nMC
n∑
i=1
nMC∑
j=1
E log g
(
µi + Z
(i)
j
)
= h(g). (78)
Therefore, the MSE expands as
MSE
(
hˆMC
)
=
1
n2 · nMC
n∑
i=1
var
(
log g(µi + Z)
)
. (79)
We next bound the variance of log g(µi + Z) via the Gaussian Poincare´ inequality (with Poincare´ constant σ2).
For each i ∈ [n], we have
var
(
log g(µi + Z)
)
≤ σ2E
[∥∥∇ log g(µi + Z)∥∥2]. (80)
We proceed with separate derivations of (38) and (39).
1) MSE Bound for Bounded Support: Since ‖C‖2 ≤
√
d almost surely, Proposition 3 from [42] implies
∥∥∇ log g(v)∥∥
2
≤ ‖v‖+
√
d
σ2
. (81)
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Inserting this into the Poincare´ inequality and using (a+ b)2 ≤ 2a2 + 2b2 we have,
var
(
log g(µi + Z)
)
≤ 2d(4 + σ
2)
σ2
, (82)
for each i ∈ [n]. Together with (79), this produces (38).
2) MSE Bound for Bounded Second Moment: To prove (39), we use Proposition 2 from [42] to obtain
∥∥∇ log g(v)∥∥ ≤ 1
σ2
(
3‖v‖+ 4E‖C‖). (83)
Using (80), the variance is bounded as
var
(
log g(µi + Z)
)
≤ 1
σ2
E
[(
3‖µi + Z‖+ 4E‖C‖
)2]
≤ 1
σ2
(
9dσ2 + 16m+ 24σ
√
dm+ 3‖µi‖
(
3 + 9σ
√
d+ 8σ
√
dm
))
, (84)
where the last step uses Ho¨lder’s inequality: E‖C‖ ≤√E‖C‖2. The proof of (39) is concluded by plugging (84)
into the MSE expression from (79) and noting that 1n
∑n
i=1 ‖µi‖ ≤
√
m.
F. Proof of Proposition 8
Fix PX , define g(x) , h(T |X = x) = h(PS|X=x ∗ Nσ) and write
I(X;T ) = h(T )− h(T |X) = h(PS ∗ Nσ)− Eg(X). (85)
Applying the triangle inequality to (43) we obtain
E
∣∣∣∣I(X;T )− IˆInput (Xn, hˆ, σ) ∣∣∣∣
≤ E
∣∣∣hˆ(Sn, σ)− h(PS ∗ Nσ)∣∣∣+ E
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
hˆ
(
Sn(Xi), σ
)− Eg(X)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ E
∣∣∣hˆ(Sn, σ)− h(PS ∗ Nσ)∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)
+
1
n
n∑
i=1
E
∣∣∣hˆ(Sn(Xi), σ)− g(Xi)∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)
+E
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
g(Xi)− Eg(X)
∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(III)
(86)
By assumption (42) and because PS ∈ Fd, we have
E
∣∣∣hˆ(Sn, σ)− h(PS ∗ Nσ)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆σ,d(n). (87)
Similarly, for any fixed Xn = xn, PS|X=xi ∈ Fd, for all i ∈ [n], and hence
E
[ ∣∣∣hˆ(Sn(Xi), σ)− g(Xi)∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣Xn = xn] (a)= E ∣∣∣hˆ(Sn(xi), σ)− h(PS|X=xi ∗ Nσ)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆σ,d(n), (88)
where (a) is because for a fixed xi, sampling from PS|X=xi corresponds to drawing multiple noise realization for
the previous layers of the DNN. Since these noises are independent of X , we may remove the conditioning from
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the expectation. Taking an expectation on both sides of (88) and the law of total expectation we have
(II) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
E
∣∣∣hˆ(Sn(xi), σ)− g(Xi)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆σ,d(n). (89)
Turning to term (III), observe that
{
g(Xi)
}n
i=1
are i.i.d random variables. Hence
1
n
n∑
i=1
g(Xi)− Eg(X) (90)
is the difference between an empirical average and the expectation. By monotonicity of moments we have
(III)2 =
(
E
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
g(Xi)− Eg(X)
∣∣∣∣∣
)2
≤ E
( 1
n
n∑
i=1
g(Xi)− Eg(X)
)2
=
1
n
var
(
g(X)
)
≤ 1
4n
(
sup
x
h(PT |X=x)− inf
x
h(PT |X=x)
)2
. (91)
The last inequality follows since var(A) ≤ 14 (supA− inf A)2 for any random variable A.
It remains to bound the supremum and infimum of h(PT |X=x) uniformly in x ∈ Rd0 . By definition T = S +Z,
where S and Z are independent and Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id). Therefore, for all x ∈ Rd0
h(PT |X=x) = h(S + Z|X = x) ≥ h(S + Z|S,X = x) = h(Z) = d
2
log(2pieσ2), (92)
where we have used the independence of Z and (S,X) and the fact that conditioning cannot increase entropy. On
the other hand, denoting the entries of T by T ,
(
T (k)
)d
k=1
, we can obtain an upper bound as
h(PT |X=x) = h(T |X = x) ≤
d∑
k=1
h
(
T (k)
∣∣X = x), (93)
since independent random variables maximize differential entropy. Now for any k ∈ [d], we have
var
(
T (k)
∣∣X = x) ≤ E[T 2(k)∣∣X = x] ≤ 1 + σ2, (94)
since S(k) ∈ [−1, 1] almost surely. Since the Gaussian distribution maximizes differential entropy under a variance
constraint, we have
h(PT |X=x) ≤ d
2
log
(
2pie(1 + σ2)
)
. (95)
for all x ∈ Rd0 . Substituting the lower bound (92) and upper bound (95) into (91) gives
(III)2 ≤
(
d log
(
1 + 1σ2
)
4
√
n
)2
. (96)
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Inserting this along with (87) and (89) into the bound (86) bounds the expected estimation error as
E
∣∣∣IˆInput (Xn, hˆ, σ)− I(X;T )∣∣∣ ≤ 2∆n + d log (1 + 1σ2 )
4
√
n
. (97)
Taking the supremum over PX concludes the proof.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
This work first explored the problem of empirical approximation under Gaussian convolution in high dimensions.
To quantify the approximation error, we considered various statistical distances, such as 1-Wasserstein, squared
2-Wasserstein, TV, KL divergence and χ2-divergence. It was shown that when P has bounded support, all these
distances converge as n−
1
2 , which still holds for the 1-Wasserstein metric and the TV distance when P is subgaussian.
The parametric convergence rate is also attained by the KL divergence, squared 2-Wasserstein metric and χ2-
divergence, so long that the χ2 mutual information Iχ2(S;Y ), for Y = S + Z with S ∼ P independent of
Z ∼ Nσ , is finite. The latter condition is always satisfied by K-subgaussian P distributions in the low SNR regime
where K < σ2 . However, when SNR is high (K >
√
2σ), there exist K-subgaussian distributions P for which
Iχ2(S;Y ) = EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) = ∞. Whenever this happens, it was further established that the KL
divergence and the squared 2-Wasserstein metric are ω
(
1
n
)
. Nonetheless, we stress that whenever the parametric
convergence rate of the smoothed empirical measure is attained, it strikingly contrasts the classical (unconvolved)
case, which suffers from the curse of dimensionality.
The empirical approximation result were then used to study differential entropy estimation under Gaussian
convolutions, specifically, estimating Tσ(P ) = h(P ∗ Nσ) based on i.i.d. samples from P and knowledge of
the Gaussian noise distribution Nσ . We showed that the absolute-error risk of the plug-in estimator for h(P ∗Nσ)
over the bounded support and subgaussian classes converges as O
(
cdn−
1
2
)
, for a constant c (which was explicitly
characterized). This established the plug-in estimator as minimax-rate optimal for the considered problem. The
exponential dependence of the sample complexity on dimension was shown to be necessary. These results were
followed by a bias lower bound of order log
(
2d
n
)
, as well as an efficient and provably accurate MC integration
method for computing the plug-in estimator.
The considered differential entropy estimation framework enables studying information flows in DNNs [26]. In
Section IV we showed how the mutual information between layers of a DNN reduces to estimating h(P ∗ Nσ).
An ad hoc estimator for h(P ∗ Nσ) was important here because the general-purpose estimators (based on noisy
samples from P ∗Nσ) available in the literature are unsatisfactory for several (theoretical and/or practical) reasons.
Most theoretical performance guarantees for such estimators found in the literature are not valid in our setup, as
they typically assume that the unknown density is positively lower bounded inside its compact support.
To the best of our knowledge, the only two works that provide convergence results that apply here are [4]
and [18]. The rate derived for the KDE-based estimator from [4], however, effectively scales as n−
1
d for large
dimensions, which is too slow for practical purposes. [18] proposes a weighted-KL estimator in the very smooth
density regime that provably attains the parametric rate of estimation in our problem (e.g., when P is compactly
supported), however the results therein do not characterize the dependence of that rate on d. Understanding this
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dependence is crucial in practice. Indeed, in Section V we show that, empirically, the performance of this weighted-
KL deteriorates drastically as d grows. In all our experiments, the plug-in estimator significantly outperforms the
estimator from [18] (as well as all other generic estimator we have tested), converging faster with n and scaling
better with d. In fact, even the vanilla kNN estimator from [10] empirically performs better than the estimator
from [18].
For future work, open questions regarding the smoothed empirical measure convergence were listed in Section
II-E. On top of that, there are appealing extensions of the differential estimation question to be considered. This
includes non-Gaussian additive noise models or multiplicative Bernoulli noise (which corresponds to DNNs with
dropout regularization). Beyond this work, we see considerable virtue in exploring additional ad hoc estimation
setups with exploitable structure that might enable improved estimation results.
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APPENDIX A
ESTIMATING THE MUTUAL INFORMATION BETWEEN THE LABEL AND A HIDDEN LAYER
We consider here the estimation of I(Y ;T ), where Y is the true label and T is a hidden layer in a noisy DNN. For
completeness, we first describe the setup (repeating some parts of Remark 6). Afterwards, the proposed estimator
for I(Y ;T ) is presented and an upper bound on the estimation error is stated and proven.
Let (X,Y ) ∼ PX,Y be a feature-label pair, whose distribution is unknown. Assume that Y , supp(PY ) is
finite and known (as is the case in any application of interest) and let |Y| = K be the cardinality of Y , i.e. the
number of distinct class labels. Let
{
(Xi, Yi)
}n
i=1
be a set of n i.i.d. samples from PX,Y , and T be a hidden
layer in a noisy DNN with input X . Recall that T = S + Z, where S is a deterministic map of the previous
layer and Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id). The tuple (X,Y, S, T ) is jointly distributed according to PX,Y PS|XPT |S , under which
Y −X − S − T forms a Markov chain. Our goal is to estimate the mutual information
I(Y ;T ) = h(PS ∗ Nσ)−
∑
y∈Y
pY (y)h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ), (98)
based on a given estimator hˆ of h(P ∗ Nσ) that knows σ and uses i.i.d. samples from P ∈ Fd. In (98), pY is the
PMF associated with PY .
We first describe the sampling procedure for estimating each of the differential entropies from (98). For the
unconditional entropy, PS is sampled in the same manner described in Section IV-B for the estimation of I(X;T ).
Denote the obtained samples by Sn. To sample from PS|Y=y , for a fixed label y ∈ Y , fix a sample set
{
(xi, yi)
}n
i=1
and consider the following. Define the set Iy ,
{
i ∈ [n]∣∣yi = y} and let Xy , {xi}i∈Iy be the subset of features
whose label is y; the elements of Xy are conditionally i.i.d. samples from PX|Y=y . Now, feed each x ∈ Xy into
the noisy DNN and collect the values induced at the layer preceding T . By applying the appropriate deterministic
function on each of these samples we get a set of ny , |Iy| i.i.d. samples from PS|Y=y . Denote this sample set
by Sny (Xy).
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Similarly to Section IV-B, suppose we are given an estimator hˆ(Am, σ) of h(P ∗Nσ), for P ∈ Fd, based on m
i.i.d. samples Am = {A1, . . . , Am} from P . Assume that hˆ attains
sup
P∈Fd
EP⊗m
∣∣∣h(P ∗ Nσ)− hˆ(Am, σ)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆σ,d(m). (99)
Further assume that ∆σ,d(m) < ∞, for all m ∈ N, and that limm→∞∆σ,d(m) = 0, for any fixed σ and d
(otherwise, the hˆ estimator is bad to begin with and there is no hope using it for estimating I(Y ;T )). Without loss
of generality we may also assume that ∆σ,d(m) is monotonically decreasing in m. Our estimator of I(Y ;T ) is
IˆLabel
(
Xn, Y n, hˆ, σ
)
, hˆ(Sn, σ)−
∑
y∈Y
pˆY n(y)hˆ
(
Sny (Xy), σ
)
, (100)
where pˆY n(y) , 1n
∑n
i=1 1{Yi=y} is the empirical PMF associated with the labels Y
n. The following proposition
bounds the expected absolute-error risk of IˆLabel
(
Xn, Y n, hˆ, σ
)
; the proof is given after the statement.
Proposition 9 (Label-Hidden Layer Mutual Information Estimation Error) For the above described estima-
tion setting, we have
sup
PX,Y : |Y|=K
E
∣∣∣I(Y ;T )− IˆLabel (Xn, Y n, hˆ, σ)∣∣∣ ≤ ∆σ,d(n) + c(MI)σ,d
√
K − 1
n
+K
(
∆?σ,d · e−
np2l
8pu + ∆σ,d
(npl
2
))
,
(101)
where
c
(MI)
σ,d ,
d
2
max
{
− log(2pieσ2), log (2pie(1 + σ2))} (102a)
pl , min
y∈Y
pY (y) (102b)
pu , max
y∈Y
pY (y) (102c)
∆?σ,d , max
n∈N
∆σ,d(n). (102d)
The proof is reminiscent of that of Proposition 8, but with a few technical modifications accounting for ny being
a random quantity (as it depends on the number of Yi-s that equal to y). To control ny we use the concentration
of the Binomial distribution about its mean.
Proof: Fix PX,Y with |Y| = K, and use the triangle inequality to get
E
∣∣∣I(Y ;T )− IˆLabel (Xn, Y n, hˆ, σ) ∣∣∣ ≤E ∣∣∣h(PS ∗ Nσ)− hˆ(Sn, σ)∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(I)
+
∑
y∈Y
∣∣h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ)∣∣E∣∣pY (y)− pˆY n(y)∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(II)
+
∑
y∈Y
E
∣∣∣∣pˆY n(y)(h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ)− hˆ(Sny (Xy), σ2))∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(III)
,
(103)
where we have added and subtracted
∑
y∈Y pˆY n(y)h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ) inside the original expectation.
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Clearly, (I) is bounded by ∆σ,d(n). For (II), we first bound the conditional differential entropies. For any y ∈ Y ,
we have
h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ) = h(S + Z|Y = y) ≥ h(S + Z|S, Y = y) = d
2
log(2pieσ2), (104)
where the last equality is since (Y, S) is independent of Z ∼ N (0, σ2Id). Furthermore,
h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ) ≤
d∑
k=1
h
(
S(k) + Z(k)
∣∣Y = y) ≤ d
2
log
(
2pie(1 + σ2)
)
, (105)
where the first inequality is because independence maximizes differential entropy, while the second inequality uses
var
(
S(k) + Z(k)
∣∣Y = y) ≤ 1 + σ2. Combining (104) and (105) we obtain
∣∣h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ)∣∣ ≤ c(MI)σ,d , d2 max{− log(2pieσ2), log (2pie(1 + σ2))}. (106)
For the expected value in (II), monotonicity of moment gives
E
∣∣pY (y)− pˆY n(y)∣∣ ≤√var(pY n(y)) = √ 1
n
var
(
1{Y=y}
)
=
√
pY (y)
(
1− pY (y)
)
n
. (107)
Using (106) and (107) we bound Term (II) as follows:
(II) ≤ c
(MI)
σ,d√
n
∑
y∈Y
√
pY (y)
(
1− pY (y)
) ≤ c(MI)σ,d
√
K − 1
n
, (108)
where the last step uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
For Term (III), we first upper bound pˆY n(y) ≤ 1, for all y ∈ Y , which leaves us to deal with the sum of expected
absolute errors in estimating the conditional entropies. Fix y ∈ Y , and notice that ny ∼ Binom
(
pY (y), n
)
. Define
pl , miny∈Y pY (y) and pu , maxy∈Y pY (y) as in the statement of Proposition 9. Using a Chernoff bound for the
Binomial distribution we have that for any k ≤ npY (y),
P
(
ny ≤ k
)
≤ exp
(
− 1
2pY (y)
·
(
npY (y)− k
)2
n
)
≤ exp
(
− 1
2pu
·
(
npY (y)− k
)2
n
)
. (109)
Set k?y = n
(
pY (y)− 12pl
) ∈ (0, npY (y)) into the above to get
P
(
ny ≤ k?y
)
≤ exp
(
−np
2
l
8pu
)
. (110)
Setting ∆?σ,d , maxn∈N ∆σ,d(n), we note that ∆?σ,d <∞ by hypothesis, and bound (III) as follows:
(III) ≤
∑
y∈Y
E
∣∣∣h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ)− hˆ(Sny (Xy), σ2)∣∣∣
(a)
=
∑
y∈Y
Eny
[
E
[∣∣∣pˆY n(y)(h(PS|Y=y ∗ Nσ)− hˆ(Sny (Xy), σ2)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ny]
]
(b)
=
∑
y∈Y
Eny∆σ,d(ny)
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(c)
=
∑
y∈Y
P
(
ny ≤ k?y
)
E
[
∆σ,d(ny)
∣∣ny ≤ k?y]+ P(ny > k?y)E[∆σ,d(ny)∣∣ny > k?y]
(d)
≤ K
(
∆?σ,d · e−
np2l
8pu + ∆σ,d
(npl
2
))
, (111)
where (a) and (c) use the law of total expectation, (b) is since for each fixed ny = k, the expected differential
entropy estimation error (inner expectation) is bounded by ∆σ,d(k), while (d) relies on (110), the definition of ∆?σ,d
and the fact that ∆σ,d(n) is monotonically decreasing with n along with k?y ≥ npl2 , for all y ∈ Y . Inserting (I)
≤ ∆σ,d(n) together with the bounds from (108) and (111) back into (103) and taking the supremum over all PX,Y
with |Y| = K concludes the proof.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 5
We expand I(Sn;Y ) = h(Y )−h(Y |Sn). Let T = S+Z ∼ P ∗Nσ and first note that for any measurable set A,
P(Y ∈ A) = P(SW + Z ∈ A) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
P(Si + Z ∈ A) = P(T ∈ A). (112)
Thus, h(Y ) = h(P ∗ Nσ). It remains to show that h(Y |Sn) = EP⊗nh(PˆSn ∗ Nσ). Fix Sn = sn and consider
P
(
Y ∈ A∣∣Sn = sn) = P(SW + Z ∈ A∣∣Sn = sn) = 1
n
P
(
si + Z ∈ A
)
, (113)
which implies that the density pY |Sn=sn equals the density of Pˆsn∗Nσ . Consequently, h(Y |Sn = sn) = h(Pˆsn∗Nσ),
and by definition of conditional entropy h(Y |Sn) = EP⊗nh(PˆSn ∗ Nσ).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
We start from the derivation of (11), which shows that
EP⊗nχ2
(
PˆSn ∗ Nσ
∥∥∥P ∗ Nσ) = 1
n
Iχ2(S;Y ) =
1
n
(∫
Rd
EPϕ2σ(z − S)
q(z)
dz − 1
)
(114)
for S ∼ P and Y = S + Z, where Z ∼ Nσ is independent of S. Recalling that without loss of generality. σ = 1
and that q(z) = ϕ1(z − S), a sufficient condition for divergence in Proposition 4 is∫
R
EPϕ 1√
2
(z − S)
EPϕ1(z − S) dz =∞. (115)
Under the P from (15), the left-hand side (LHS) of (115) becomes∫
R
∑∞
k=0 pkϕ 1√
2
(z − rk)∑∞
k=0 pkϕ1(z − rk)
dz =
∞∑
k=0
∫
R
pkϕ 1√
2
(z − rk)
pkϕ1(z − rk) +
∑
j 6=k pjϕ1(z − rj)
dz
=
∞∑
k=0
∫
R
ϕ 1√
2
(z − rk)
ϕ1(z − rk)
1
1 +
∑
j 6=k
pj
pk
ϕ1(z−rj)
ϕ1(z−rk)
dz
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≥
∞∑
k=1
∫ rk+ 1100
rk− 1100
ϕ 1√
2
(z − rk)
ϕ1(z − rk)
1
1 +
∑k−1
j=0
pj
pk
ϕ1(z−rj)
ϕ1(z−rk) +
∑∞
j=k+1
pj
pk
ϕ1(z−rj)
ϕ1(z−rk)
dz,
(116)
where the inequality follows since the integrands are all nonnegative and the domain of integration has been reduced.
We now bound the sums in the second denominator of (116) for k > 0 and z ∈ {rk − 1100 , rk + 1100} (as
indicated by the support of the outer sum and integral). First, consider the ratio pjpk
ϕ1(z−rj)
ϕ1(z−rk) . For j = 0 and  ≤ 14 ,
we have
p0
pk
ϕ1(z)
ϕ1(z − rk) ≤ C · exp
{
r2k +
r2k − 2
(
rk − 1100
)
rk
2
}
= C · exp
{(
− 1
2
)
r2k +
rk
100
}
≤ C, (117)
where C is a constant depending on K only, and in the last inequality is because rk ≥ 1, for k ≥ 1. For j > 0,
denoting α , 1−
√
2, the bound becomes
pj
pk
ϕ1(z − rj)
ϕ1(z − rk) = exp
{
(r2k − r2j ) +
r2k − r2j − 2z(rk − rj)
2
}
= exp
r2k (1− α−2(j−k) )+ r
2
k
(
1− α−2(j−k)
)
− 2zrk
(
1− α−(j−k)
)
2
 . (118)
Using (117)-(118), for  = 14 and α , α 14 = 1−
1√
2
, we have
k−1∑
j=0
pj
pk
ϕ1(z − rj)
ϕ1(z − rk)
≤ C +
k−1∑
j=1
exp
{
r2k
(
1− α−2(j−k)
)
+
r2k
2
(
1− α−2(j−k)
)
− rk
(
rk − 1
100
)(
1− α−(j−k)
)}
≤ C +
k−1∑
j=1
exp
{
r2k
(
1− α−2(j−k)
)
+
r2k
2
(
1− α−2(j−k)
)
−rk
(
rk − 1
100
)(
1− α−2(j−k)
)
min
j
((
1 + α−(j−k)
)−1)}
= C +
k−1∑
j=1
exp
{(
+
1
2
− 1
2−√1/2
)
r2k
(
1− α−2(j−k)
)
+
rk
100
(
1− α−2(j−k)
)}
≤ C + k − 1, (119)
where the last inequality follows since  = 14 , r
2
k ≥ rk, for k ≥ 1, and 14 + 12 − 12−√1/2 +
1
100 < 0.
Proceeding onto the series for j ≥ k + 1, we have
∞∑
j=k+1
pj
pk
ϕ1(z − rj)
ϕ1(z − rk)
(a)
≤
∞∑
j=k+1
exp
{
3
4
r2k
(
1− α−2(j−k)
)
− rk
(
rk +
1
100
)(
1− α−(j−k)
)}
≤
∞∑
j=k+1
exp
{
−3
4
r2kα
−2(j−k) + rk
(
rk +
1
100
)
α−(j−k)
}
≤
∞∑
j=k+1
exp
{
−r2kα−(j−k)
(
3α−(j−k)
4
− 101
100
)}
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(b)
≤
∞∑
j=k+1
exp
{
−1
4
r2kα
−(j−k)
}
≤
∞∑
`=1
exp
{
−1
4
α−`
}
(c)
≤ 1
4
,
where (a) uses (118) and the fact that
(
1− α−(j−k)) is negative for j > k, (b) is since 3α−t4 − 101100 ≥ 1/4 for all
t ≥ 1, and (c) follows by numerical computation and because the series converges by the ratio test.
Substituting these bounds into the LHS of (115), we get∫
R
∑∞
k=0 pkϕ 1√
2
(z − rk)∑∞
k=0 pkϕ1(z − rk)
dz ≥
∞∑
k=1
∫ rk+ 1100
rk− 1100
ϕ 1√
2
(z − rk)
ϕ1(z − rk)
1
1 + C + k − 1 + 14
dz
=
(∫ 1
4
− 14
ϕ 1√
2
(z)
ϕ1(z)
dz
) ∞∑
k=1
1
k + C + 14
. (120)
The RHS above diverges because the integral is nonzero and
∑∞
k=1
1
k+C+1/4 is a harmonic series.
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